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MESSAGE

DAN continues
to grow
WITH BIG STEPS FORWARD IN ENSURING
DIVE SAFETY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
DURING THE PAST YEAR, DAN-SA IS
GEARED FOR MORE SUCCESS IN 2013.

FROM THE CEO’S DESK
Back in 2010, we set ourselves some lofty goals in order to provide truly
current, excellent service to divers and to our members. The ﬁrst part involved
the development of an in-house hotline, capable of dealing with at least
daytime emergency calls and situations; the second part concerned the
development of an online database to offer up-to-date services in real time,
available to members from any location.
Through the dedicated efforts of Dawn Avice du Buisson and later Laurel
Reyneke, our in-house hotline service and medics have proven to be a boon to
members, diving medical doctors and emergency service providers as well as
the diving population at large.
Next, we want to focus on the completion of the design, implementation
and roll-out of an online database which is fully secure and able to provide
validation access, enrolment, assurance of membership beneﬁts and access
to DAN services 24 hours a day. This will be done without deactivating our
somewhat dated, but working system until we are convinced that the bugs
have been ironed out.

‘‘

WE CONTINUE TO SHOW
DEVELOPMENT AND TO BE THE
KEY PLAYER IN DIVE SAFETY.

This past year gave us the opportunity to implement the Hazard Identiﬁcation
and Risk Assessment (HIRA) programme internationally and, thanks to Dr
Cecilia Roberts’ commitment and availability, we successfully launched this
primary safety programme in the DAN America and DAN Europe regions. A
dedicated meeting session is planned for the 2013 annual meeting of the
European, South Paciﬁc and Southern African diving and hyperbaric medical
societies to be held on the island of Réunion. There the HIRA programme will
be discussed and plans formulated for enhancement and further application.
In addition to these efforts, DAN-SA has been working with international
medical organisations within our East African region, speciﬁcally in
Mozambique and Madagascar. A new hyperbaric clinic is being established
2
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in Madagascar and will be supported through our membership products,
the chamber training programmes developed by DAN-SA and the tireless
efforts of our small team of staff. DAN Europe and DAN-SA make a formidable
team in enhancing dive safety around our regions and this project is but one
example. Next, we hope, will be the establishment of a hyperbaric facility in
Mozambique. It’s still early, but no less exciting days.
Our aim is not to overextend, but we continue to show development and
to be the key player in dive safety in our region, if not an example to other
international regions.
Safe diving!

Francois Burman
CEO DAN Southern Africa
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MESSAGE

FROM THE MEDICAL DIRECTOR’S DESK
Last year was a whirlwind year! For me, 2012 just ﬂew by at an incredible
speed. It ended in a three-week family holiday which was turned into a twoweek holiday by an 8 mm kidney stone and lithotripsy that left me with a
bruise on my side resembling the cutis marmorata of decompression sickness…
Only, I think the stone was much more painful! It is deﬁnitely not something I
would recommend on a decompression stop or during a saturation dive. What
struck me most during this ordeal was that a number of my DAN-SA colleagues
drove two hours to visit me in the hospital in Hermanus and the others sent
me numerous messages and SMSs. Even the DAN-SA ofﬁce staff (located in
Gauteng) sent me a pack of biltong and a get-well-soon card. This was totally
unexpected, but I thought that this really represents the spirit of the people I
work with – always going the extra mile. Truly remarkable! Thanks everyone.

‘‘

68.3% OF ALL CALLS
RECEIVED OVER WEEKENDS
INVOLVED EMERGENCIES. I
WOULD LIKE TO ENSURE
THAT THESE ARE MANAGED
BY PASSIONATE PEOPLE.

medical director I would like to ensure that these are managed by passionate
people. This conﬁrmed our move to expand the in-house hotline from the
current ofﬁce hours only (with after-hours provided by a service provider and
our DAN-SA doctors on call) to a full 24/7/365 in-house model. In future Alert
Diver editions we will publish some of the ﬁndings of this research and shed
more light on our hotline activities.
This year promises to be a year full of giant leaps, diving DAN-SA to
deeper depths. However, there is a
promise of new reefs to be explored and
mapped. Hopefully I can manage not only
to dive on a metaphorical level (with only
a few actual dives) but to actually get
wet on a regular basis during this year.
Happy diving, everyone!

Dr Jack Meintjes
Medical Director
DAN Southern Africa

Earlier in December 2012, before the kidney stone (which must have been
growing like a pearl oyster for years) ordeal, we were involved in hotline
training for new members we planned to add to the DAN-SA team. This
included two new diving doctors (Dr Tyson Welzel and Dr Blanche Andrews)
who were already taking hotline calls in January 2013, and at least four medics
who will assist with the planned extensions to our in-house hotline. During
the training workshop it soon became clear that these hand-picked individuals
are as enthused as the rest of us about the DAN-SA vision and mission, and
my demand for service excellence will be met and exceeded by their passion.
From the technical and IT point of view, there are still some creases that
need ironing out before we take the ﬁnal leap but much of the new system is
already in use and working extremely well.
I also need to express my thanks to Dr Alisha Rai, who (with the help
of Dawn and Laurel) completed a thorough review of our hotline data for
2009 to 2011 for her diving medicine degree at Stellenbosch University. This
provides some valuable information on the medical needs of our members
and how these are distributed in terms of geography and time. These ranged
from numerous (non-emergency) email queries (such as “Can I dive while…”)
to acute emergencies needing medical advice and assistance. She found
that 68.3% of all calls received over weekends involved emergencies and as
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Membership
Corner
interesting
developments
By Morné Christou

2012 proved to be a great year
for daN-Sa aNd 2013 will be No
differeNt, with a few iNtereStiNg
developmeNtS iN the workS.

daN’S

mission statement is not simply a summary of what
Divers Alert Network does, it is a promise. It is a promise
to divers, to the dive industry, to educators and to medical professionals.
The last couple of years have brought a lot of changes to DAN, all of which
were made to ensure we remain a strong, viable organisation able to keep
the promise of our mission statement. In 2012, we introduced a range of new
programmes such as HIRA (Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment) and
Nuts & Bolts. Now we would like to outline what we have planned for 2013.
Our mission efforts in medicine, research and education focused on
expanding the reach of our non-profit services. Work progressed on the
upgrade of our hotline call centre, keeping it on track for the completion of
the upgrade in 2013, and the medics who man the 24-hour DAN hotline were
offered more continuing education opportunities to ensure they have the most
up-to-date information available when you need them.
Dr Jack Meintjes, medical director of DAN, led the in-person efforts in
2011 to amplify DAN’s safety programmes and messages, launching a tour to
introduce the HIRA programme and to conduct presentations at dive resorts.
He has laid the foundation for the rest of the DAN team to continue his efforts
around our region in 2013.
DAN CEO, Francois Burman, was very busy during 2012. Francois travelled
the globe continuing his risk assessments of chamber facilities and, more
importantly, he recently published a paper on gas quality and purity to help
improve the safety of diving. He will be continuing this project in 2013 and
will continue to investigate the possibility of producing cost-effective air
purity testing equipment for divers and dive business owners.
4
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‘‘

work progreSSed oN the
upgrade of our hotliNe
Call CeNtre, keepiNg it oN
traCk for the CompletioN
of the upgrade iN 2013.

DAN Medicine also spent a great deal of time expanding its presence in the
field by attending and presenting lectures, not only at dive shows but also at
international medicine-related conferences. The goal with each appearance
was twofold: to educate the medical industry about dive medicine and to
expand the list of professionals participating in the DAN Physician Referral
Network. Dr Jack Meintjes has identified additional physicians to join the

{Contents}
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The needs of divers are DAN’s priority.
Image by Sabrina Hindley.

team of DAN doctors who assist DAN members via the hotline. The new team
members will be introduced in 2013.
DAN Training worked close to home, revamping its educational materials.
In addition to the existing list of DAN Training offerings, we applied for the
Department of Labour (DoL) accreditation for the DAN Basic Life Support and
First Aid courses. All the paperwork has been submitted and we are confident
that we will receive the DoL accreditation in 2013. We also look forward to
launching the DAN Basic Life Support Paediatric course in 2013.
DAN Research finished last year with its ongoing development of studies
and projects aimed at producing results in two years or less. While DAN will
never be anything but thorough in its research, we understand the questions
divers have and their need for answers. We are working to provide the answers
in as timely and accurate a manner as possible.
The DAN Membership department has been working at improving its
services to our members and will continue to do so in 2013, when the new
DAN database will be launched. It has taken us the better part of two years

{Contents}

to decide on the system that will best suit the DAN Membership department.
Ultimately, it must be beneficial to our members. Our aim with the new
database is to improve the application, renewal and updating process. We look
forward to introducing this exciting development to our members.

your turN

DAN has never considered its relationship with divers to be a one-way
conversation. Much of what we do is in response to divers’ needs, requests
and experiences. It’s the collaboration between DAN and divers that keeps us
strong, vital, efficient and evolving. We want the conversation to continue.
Please let us know your thoughts on the progress DAN has made as well
as what you want to see in 2013 and beyond. You can reach us anytime by
visiting www.dansa.org and selecting “Contact DAN” on the navigation bar.
Also feel free to drop us a line on our Facebook page “friends of DAN SA”.
We look forward to hearing your thoughts as well as fulfilling all of the
promises the coming years hold. Ad
Autumn 2013 Alert
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The DAN-SA
Team
TEAM

THE DAN HOTLINE IS MANNED 24/7/365 BY OPERATORS
AND DOCTORS SPECIALLY TRAINED TO DEAL WITH
DIVE EMERGENCIES. THE MEDICAL TEAM DOCTORS
ALTERNATE TO BE ON CALL FOR THE DAN-SA HOTLINE.

The Core Team
FRANCOIS
BURMAN

Francois Burman serves as the chief executive
ofﬁcer for DAN-SA. He is currently responsible
for strategic management and the operational,
technical, safety and insurance aspects of DAN
and its programmes. He serves as treasurer on
the board of International DAN (IDAN) and is
also their technical consultant.
francois@hydra.org.za

SEL-MARIE
PEREIRA

MORNÉ
CHRISTOU
Morné Christou has extensive experience in
dive safety and industry. This includes safety
education, remote chamber facilities, marketing
and dive safety projects. His hands-on approach
leads the organisation forward to provide the
best quality service possible to DAN members.
morne@dansa.org

Sel-Marie Pereira manages the DAN Membership
Applications Department. She is the ﬁrst point of
contact with clients and ensures applications are
processed within 48 hours of receipt. She also
conducts day-to-day administration, ensuring
efﬁciency and organisation.
sel.marie@dansa.org

TONI
KRIGEMCQUILLEN

LAUREL
REYNEKE

Toni Krige-McQuillen is greatly involved in
DAN brand development through traditional
communications and non-traditional web-based
media. With her knack for technology and skill for
web design and programming, Toni assists with
maintaining the DAN website. She also provides
clients with the necessary support they need to
further dive safety.
toni@dansa.org

ANN
SCHWAEBLE
Ann Schwaeble, a new director with DAN-SA,
manages DAN’s ﬁnancial affairs and maintains
tight control over DAN’s budget. Together with
Morné Christou, Ann builds the team of staff and
and manages the team as professionally as DAN
tries to serve its members.
6
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Laurel Reyneke is responsible for supporting
the DAN-SA medical information and
emergency hotline during ofﬁce hours. She
works closely with Netcare when further
assistance or evacuation is required and
provides important quality assurance and
customer care related to these calls.
laurel@dansa.org

{Contents}

MICHELLE
LITTLEWOOD
Michelle Littlewood has been DAN’s accounting
ofﬁcer working behind the scenes for more
than 12 years. All great organisations rely on
competent staff who can take care of all the daily
ﬁnancial administration tasks.

{Contents}
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The Medical Team
DR JACK
MEINTJES
Dr Jack Meintjes has served as the medical
director for DAN-SA since 2007. Dr Meintjes
has experience in hyperbaric medicine
and has vast commercial diving medical
knowledge and experience.

DR LOUIS
VAN HEERDEN
Dr Louis van Heerden qualiﬁed as an open water
diver in 1994 and obtained his BScMedScHons
degree in underwater medicine in 2010. He is
currently working as a partner in an emergency
medicine practice and a hyperbaric oxygen
therapy unit at Pretoria East Hospital.

DR ISABEL
READER
Dr Isabel Reader is currently one of the
directors of the emergency rooms at Akasia
Hospital in Pretoria. She has served as a DAN
medical ofﬁcer since 2006.

DR GARY
MORRIS
Dr Gary Morris is a general medical practitioner
from Scottburgh, KwaZulu-Natal.

{Contents}

DR HERMIE
BRITZ
Dr Hermie Britz rejoined the DAN medical team
as assistant medical director in 2011 and has
vast experience in emergency medicine and
PFO screening. She also offers support for deep
technical diving.

DR CECILIA
ROBERTS
Dr Cecilia Roberts has completed her
BScMedScHons degrees in underwater
medicine and hyperbaric medicine and
currently serves as the medical director for the
SUN Baromedical Facility.

DR ROB
SCHNEIDER
Dr Rob Schneider is a general medical
practitioner practising full-time in emergency
medicine in Pretoria.

DR BLANCHE
ANDREWS
Dr Blanche Andrews currently provides medical
cover for the SA Navy divers and submariners.
She completed her degree in underwater
medicine and is currently involved in specialised
diving and submarine medicine projects.

DR FRANS
CRONJÉ
Dr Frans Cronjé is well known internationally
for his knowledge and experience in diving
and hyperbaric medicine. He has been actively
involved in the ﬁeld for more than 20 years.

DR MIKE
MARSHALL
Dr Mike Marshall has served as the medical
director for the St Augustine’s Hyperbaric
Medicine Centre since its inception in 2000 and
has been a part-time medical ofﬁcer at DAN
since 2002.

DR LOURENS
DE KOCK
Dr Lourens de Kock is one of the partners in
a busy diving, aviation and maritime medical
practice in Cape Town.

DR TYSON
WELZEL
Dr Tyson Welzel holds a degree in underwater
medicine (amongst many others) and is
experienced in emergency medicine. He is
involved in diving medicine at an academic
level and is qualiﬁed as a diver and a skipper.
Autumn 2013 Alert
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LETTERS

DAN Letters

& Comments

How did DAN help you?
Send us your stories via email or our blog

alertdiversa@dansa.org • www.dansa.org

HELP AND REASSURANCE

I phoned in on 30 July 2012 when I thought I had a dive-related injury. I
discussed the injury with Dr Morris and Dr van Heerden who told me that I had
Bell’s palsy and should have it checked out by my local physician.
Well, they were correct in their diagnosis and my local doctor conﬁrmed
that I had Bell’s palsy.
Thank you for the help and reassurance at the time.
Carlo de Oliveira

‘‘

I HAVE NEVER EXPERIENCED
SUCH SUPERIOR SERVICE.

THE BEST BACKUP YOU COULD WISH FOR

I have been a recreational diver since 1991 and love the ability to breathe
underwater and experience all it has to offer. It’s truly mind-blowing and a
privilege.
One thing I share with potential or new divers is the advice to join DAN
immediately. Don’t wait for something to go wrong ﬁrst. Diving is one of the
safest sports in the world, if you follow the rules and ensure a solid base of
training. However, things can and do go wrong or challenge us during our
diving excursions.
I have been a DAN member for many years and thankfully only needed
them once, but once is all it takes.
To cut a long story short, I had a situation on Protea Banks, Shelly Beach
in KwaZulu-Natal. From the time I contacted DAN, the service, professionalism,
friendliness and understanding was superb. Every member of the support chain
(ambulance team, dive doctors, hyperbaric chamber operators, nurses, DAN
support staff and even the president, Dr Frans Cronjé) spoke or communicated
with me in a professional, friendly and compassionate manner.
Everyone was so understanding. From being collected at Margate Hospital

to weeks later, the communication was clear on what was happening and what
I should do. DAN even phoned me on numerous occasions during the ordeal
and for weeks afterwards to check on me and advise me.
I have never experienced such superior service and at such a nominal fee.
It is money well spent and I am more than happy to support them and be part
of this amazing organisation, albeit as a customer.
My thanks to the entire team. You do an amazing job with dedication,
passion and professionalism, and you are an example to all.
Make DAN a part of your dive plan. It’s the best backup you could ever
wish for.
James Lewis

DON’T DIVE AT DEVIL’S BEACH

My girlfriend and I recently embarked on a last-minute trip which would have
taken us quite a bit more than halfway around the world – if we had made it to
our ﬁnal destination, that is…
We joined a last-minute yacht trip that would essentially take us from
Cape Town all the way over the Atlantic Ocean through the Panama Canal and
then across the Paciﬁc Ocean. Our ﬁnal destination was to be Australia.
This is the kind of event most people dream of attending: a luxurious
yacht, a few friends and miles and miles of open water dotted here and there
with some of the most diveable islands one can ever hope to see. I have seen
many nice places in the past years, but this was the trip to beat them all. St.
Helena, Brazil, St. Vincent and Barbados, zip through the infamous Panama
Canal, and then off to the Galápagos Islands, Fiji, Tonga, Samoa, New Zealand
and ﬁnally Australia. It is a list you just can’t beat.
The Atlantic trip went as planned and my girlfriend and I got to see some
amazing sites. Barbados is by far my favourite place. Every time you put your feet
near the water you see a turtle looking back at you and the water is a comfy 26°C!
Added to that, the people there are very friendly and have an accent that can
make you crack a smile all day. It’s a great place to plan your retirement.

Follow Us On
Twitter http://twitter.com/divesafety | Facebook Join our Facebook group: “friends of DAN SA” | Blog www.dansa.org
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LETTERS

FIXeD-WING aIRcRaFT TOURs
Panama, however, presented us with some serious challenges. All was going
according to plan for the first few days but on the last day before departure
darkness loomed in the distance. That distance was approximately 30 minutes’
hiking from the marina on a beautiful stretch of reef and beach suitably called
Playa el Diablo. Yes – The Devil’s Beach.
My girlfriend and I went for our last snorkel on the Central American
coast, which ended with me slipping and breaking my left hand in four places.
I had to hike the 30 minutes back to the marina (as it was getting dark) with
pumas lurking nearby in the forest. I should have known better than to go
diving at a place called The Devil’s Beach!
The rest of the story is a whirlwind of expensive taxis, late-night
emergency hospital X-rays and mental stress associated with trying to figure
out how we would get back home to have an operation on what I had then
found out was a badly broken hand.
I decided to contact DAN-SA to get some advice on the situation. What
followed was something you would never expect of service and delivery from
any insurance or business these days in South Africa. The team there not only
assisted me in getting home safely but also made sure I knew they were taking
care of things the whole way through. I received numerous calls and emails
assuring me every step of the way that I was in good hands.
A big thanks to Dawn, Laurel and the whole of DAN-SA.
Sean Rogers

DaN eVeNTs
FOR 2013
ReseaRch Days

Join the DAN Research Team at Miracle Waters and test your ears and
lungs. Also look out for our new safety research projects, such as the
Dehydration Safety Drive and the Fitness to Dive Safety Drive.
Ears
All divers who experience ear problems before or after a dive can get
their ears inspected by a DAN doctor with a video otoscope.
Lungs
Ever wondered why you empty a 15 ℓ cylinder in 30 minutes and your
buddy can last an hour on a 12 ℓ? Participate in our lung function study
and learn about your lung capacity and how it plays a role in diving.
Dates:
20 April
16 November

{Contents}

Learn more about what happens when a diver needs to be evacuated.
The tour is restricted to small groups of 10 people and will take place at
Lanseria Airport.
Time: 10:00 – 12:00
Dates:
17 April
13 November
How to book: Contact the DAN medic at the DAN office on 0860 242 242
or at danmedic@dansa.org

DIVe MeDIcal Talks

Take advantage of this fantastic opportunity to see Dr Rob Schneider
present a series of interesting dive-related medical presentations.
Dr Schneider will cover a range of topics including medication and
diving, and lungs and diving. Do not miss out on this opportunity to
learn more about dive safety and how to prevent injuries.
The presentations will take place at the DAN office in Midrand.
Time: 19:00 – 20:00
Dates and topics:
17 April: Medication and diving
13 November: Lungs and diving
How to book: Contact the DAN medic at danmedic@dansa.org Please
note that space for the presentations is limited, so ensure you have a
spot by booking well in advance.

PORT elIzabeTh DIVe FesTIVal

We will be attending the Port Elizabeth Dive Fest in 2013 and plan on
continuing our efforts to promote dive safety as well as offering divers
the opportunity to participate in our new research projects. Please visit
www.wildsidediving.co.za for the dates.

scUbaPRO DIVING Day

Scubapro Diving Days are unique events held all over the world and are
a chance to test the latest gear and to participate in our research and
safety drives. The DAN team will be attending the Cape Town Scubapro
Diving Day in 2013.

The NaTIONal bOaT shOW

The DAN team will be attending the National Boat, Dive and Leisure
Expo at the Coca-Cola Dome. We will once again join the SUBMERGE
Magazine Team at their stand to promote dive safety and continue our
efforts to further our research and safety drive programmes.
Dates:
16-18 August

Autumn 2013 Alert
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Dr Isabel Reader

Isabel

Reader is a 32-year-old medical doctor
who obtained her medical degree through
the University of Pretoria in 2003. She proceeded to complete her
BScMedScHons degree in underwater medicine at the University of
Stellenbosch in 2007. At the age of 21 she started diving and has
passionately pursued this hobby until now. She has been working for
DAN as a dive medical officer for the past six years and has a medical
practice in Pretoria.
Her favourite dive destination is Zanzibar. This is due to a dual love
for the exceptional diving community of the island and the pristine
Mnemba Island conservation reef. She had the wonderful opportunity
to live on the island for three months and had the privilege of
starting the East Africa Hyperbaric Company at Mtemwe Beach on
behalf of DAN.
Dr Reader is a proud DAN member because DAN represents
both dive medicine and dive safety in South Africa. The diving
medical advice is internationally standardised and the passion
and commitment of the DAN team is visible to her in all they
do. It has been an honour for her to serve with this team,
knowing that she is an ambassador for dive safety, medicine
and marine conservation.
But right now, she’d rather be diving... AD
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When you
need it most
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24-Hour Emergency Hotline
Medical Advice
Help in Diving Emergencies
Specialised Diving Physician Referrals
Access to Evacuation in a Medical Emergency

www.dansa.org

STATISTICS

DAN-SA Hotline
By Laurel Reyneke

Another

year has passed and we are pleased to
present our statistics for 2012. A positive
note in comparison to last year, we have seen an overall decrease of
life-threatening emergencies and evacuations. It is also a promising sign
that our members are using the hotline to ensure that they are making the
correct decisions before they go off and start their dive adventures.

Emergency calls

71

Non-emergency calls

272

Email queries

170

Air evacuations

2

Road ambulance evacuations

5

NSRI/SAP

1

Own vehicle evacuations

12

Chamber recompressions

17

Hospital admissions

20

Out-patient treatments

46

Surface oxygen

36

Air embolisms

0

Ear barotraumas

23

Pulmonary barotraumas

4

Other barotraumas

4

Decompression illness

47

Dive-related traumas

9

Non-dive-related traumas

8

Fitness-to-dive queries

149

Hazardous marine life injuries

9

Malaria

11

Medication

18

Non-dive-related conditions

32

Other conditions

138

Other fitness-to-dive queries

49

Other malaria

3

Other side effects

9

Fatalities

1
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hotLIne PoIntS to reMeMBer
Local emergency number: 0800 020 111
International emergency number: +27 828 10 60 10 (calls only – cannot
receive SMSs)
Email: danmedic@dansa.org
In the event of any incident, please remember the following:
– Call the hotline. Should it be impossible to do so immediately, call as soon
as possible after the incident has occurred.
– All medical treatments, evacuations or hospitalisations have to be
approved by the DAN-SA doctor on duty – DAN-SA is insured, not the
individual member.
– Ensure claim forms are submitted as soon as possible.
– Keep all relevant documentation for submission (i.e. accounts and proof of
payment) in the event that you have settled an account.
– Ensure membership is current.
DAN-SA is not a medical aid and as such we are secondary to all other
insurance and medical aids. AD
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Hotline Training
Workshop

TRAINING

By Jens Dehnke

IN DECEMBER 2012, THE DAN TEAM
GATHERED FOR THE DAN HOTLINE
TRAINING WORKSHOP IN ORDER TO
PROVIDE THE SAME HIGH QUALITY
SERVICE AFTER HOURS.

AFTER

months of waiting, preparing, wondering and ﬁnally
diving into the “waters” of the amazing “sea” of DAN,
the DAN-SA Hotline Training Workshop was carried out in December 2012.
Although a handful of very skilled and highly qualiﬁed professionals sacriﬁced
their time for us, it was worth every second.
The weekend started off with an introduction to some of the most
brilliant minds in the South African diving and medical ﬁeld. The DAN team,
consisting of Morné Christou (DAN-SA ofﬁce manager), Laurel Reyneke
(current voice of the DAN-SA hotline and main driver of the external hotline
logistics) and Dr Meintjes (DAN-SA medical director), accompanied by Dawn
Avice du Buisson (former voice of the DAN-SA hotline and initiator of the
internal hotline initiative), compiled a well-structured, professional and
informative two-day session that provided an in-depth introduction to the
DAN-SA hotline initiative.
The main purpose of the training was to bring the DAN hotline in-house
to provide redundancy for the current after-hours service provider, whilst
maintaining the high standards of customer service and providing assistance
to national and international DAN clients and divers (even if they are not DAN
members). As a future DAN hotline voice, my aim would be to continue the
respectful way the members have become accustomed to and to provide the
assistance they require with regard to their emergency or query. Our medical
knowledge and skills are well respected by the medical profession and as such
it could not be more reiterated that you should not attempt to advise on diverelated medical issues, but should rather seek assistance from a dive medical
physician to make an informed decision on the diver’s (patient’s) condition.
As hotline medics, our interaction between the diver and the dive medical
doctor could be seen as the most important part of the entire process, not
only ensuring that everything goes smoothly, but potentially saving a life and
assisting the diver with the best course of action for them to get back to what
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From left: Jens Dehnke, Dr Blanche
Andrews, Dawn Avice du Buisson, Sean
French, Karien Brand, Dr Jack Meintjes,
Laurel Reyneke and Dr Tyson Welzel.
they enjoy the most – being in the water.
The training provided assistance with regard to DAN policies and the
Medical Services Control Centre (MSCC) system, which provides a detailed
log of the clients, details about their cases and advice supplied by the dive
physicians. Clients can be provided with a case number from the MSCC system
to enable them to follow the progress of their case from medical assistance to
assistance with the ﬁnancial aspects of an incident.
As a non-proﬁt organisation, it is important that all DAN members
and potential DAN members note that DAN is neither a medical aid nor an
insurance company. DAN provides membership to divers with a wide variety of
beneﬁts and provides ﬁnancial assistance through an external broker. It is thus
secondary to normal medical insurance.

‘‘

THE HIGHEST PRIORITY
FOR THE DAN HOTLINE
IS “CUSTOMER SERVICE
EXCELLENCE”.

As mentioned, the presentations provided by the DAN presenters were of a
very high standard. The amount of training provided by the DAN team was
made possible by the skills of the professionals involved and the ability of the
team to grasp the importance of the hotline along with all the integral details
pertaining to DAN as an organisation.
In the words of the DAN-SA medical director, the highest priority for the
DAN hotline is “customer service excellence” and I am conﬁdent that the new
team members will not disappoint. AD
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Scuba air quality
By Francois Burman

Part 1: What do the limits
really mean?
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SAFETY

In thIs fIRst of two paRts, thE
RatIonalE bEhInD sEt contamInant
lImIts foR accEptablE scUba aIR
qUalIty Is ExplaInED.

oUR

knowledge-base on air quality for scuba diving has
traditionally been driven by commercial and military diving
practices. These empirically derived requirements were typically based on
experience; either on what can realistically be achieved, or on accidents or the
lack thereof.
Over the past 50 years or so, medical investigative work has been
performed to determine the human impact of common contaminants in
breathing air. In addition to this, occupational health and safety approaches,
commonly referred to as Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment (HIRA),
have been applied where other notable toxic or debilitating elements have
found their way into breathing systems.
The first part of this two-part series offers some rationale behind the
contaminant limits. In Part 2, a discussion will follow on how breathing air
is analysed.

what aRE thEsE contamInants?

Studies have determined the human impact
of contaminants on breathing air.
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Contaminants can be divided into three levels that represent the likelihood of
them occurring in a compressed-air cylinder intended for the diver, namely:
– Those most commonly found in compressed air (carbon dioxide [CO2],
carbon monoxide [CO], moisture [H2O], condensed oil, particles and odour)
– Those found in certain geographic locations (volatile hydrocarbons and
organic compounds such as methane [CH4])
– Relatively rare but reported toxic substances (for example vapours from
cleaning products and halogenated solvents, emissions from motor
vehicles, sulphur, and nitrogen-based products and fumes)
The air compression process can only introduce oil (vaporised or condensed),
particulates and some amounts of CO2 and CO. All the other contaminants,
including larger amounts of CO2, CO and especially moisture, must be available
in the environment in order to be present in the filled cylinder.
As a general rule, occupational health practices require that we analyse
environmental conditions in the vicinity of where we are aware of potential
hazards. Compressors used to produce breathing air require a thorough risk
analysis prior to site selection of the compressors’ intake, with consideration of
weather conditions, potential local toxic fumes and exhaust from buildings or
internal combustion engines.
Lubricating oils for breathing air compressors are selected on the basis of
their high temperature stability, inertness and acceptability for human exposure.
Finally, it remains an accepted fact that we do not monitor or analyse the
air that we breathe unless we have reason to be concerned.
We therefore need to be pragmatic in our assessment of limits and, as a
general rule, we know that exposure to contaminants in compressed air has
mainly occurred due to a loss of controls, external influences and incidents,
and where equipment has been neglected.
Autumn 2013 Alert
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safEty assEssmEnt
The following table indicates the primary safety concerns (namely human, fire
and equipment safety) that apply to the contaminants we are concerned with.
Group 1: Contaminants always potentially present in compressed air
Compound:
Carbon dioxide (CO2)
Sources:
Ambient environment, internal combustion and cooking
processes, human and animal respiration, microbial breakdown
of organic matter, conversion of CO to CO2 in compressor
filters, and motor vehicle exhaust systems.
Human safety: Elevated levels stimulate the respiratory centre, increasing
rate of breathing. Increase in depth increases respiratory risk.
Patients with high PaO2 are at greater risk of oxygen-induced
seizures with elevated PaCO2. Elevated levels lead to
minor perceptive changes, discomfort, dizziness or stupor and
finally to unconsciousness and even death.
Fire safety:
No concerns.
Equipment:
No concerns.
Compound:
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Sources:
Ambient environment, internal combustion processes,
furnaces, gas burners, cigarette smoke and overheated
compressor oils.
Human safety: It decreases the carrying capacity of haemoglobin, resulting in
a decreased amount of oxygen available to the tissues which
leads to hypoxia. A highly toxic contaminant with

There are three levels of contaminants:
Commonly found in compressed air, found in
certain areas and relatively rare.
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environmental levels magnified by increased chamber pressure.
No concerns.
No concerns.
Moisture (H20)
Ambient environment (humidity), drying processes (laundry),
some combustion and other processes.
Human safety: Elevated levels of moisture are desirable (for comfort and reduced
dehydration), whereas dry air inhibits growth of bacteria.
Fire safety:
Very dry conditions enhance production of static electricity.
Equipment:
Excessive moisture may cause regulators to freeze as adiabatic
cooling takes place during pressure reduction. Regulators may
fail to open causing downstream over-pressurisation of piping
and equipment.
Excessive moisture enhances corrosion and oxidation (rust)
of air storage vessels.
Excessive moisture causes filtration elements and chemicals to
saturate, resulting in reduced filtration efficiency and
effectiveness as well as elevated pressure drops. Excessive
moisture can interact with some ultra-fine carbon filtration
units generating strong chemical odours and resulting in
nausea and respiratory irritation.
Compound:
Oil (condensed)
Sources:
Mostly compressor lubricating oil (introduced internally).
Also from ambient evaporated oil from compressor oil leaks
and surrounding equipment, motor vehicle exhaust fumes,
pollens (introduced through the compressor intake), and even
contaminated air pipes between the air processing plant and
the chamber.
Human safety: Larger condensed particles are removed by the body’s
clearance mechanisms; smaller particles are retained and
may be hazardous depending on the type and the amount
(symptoms include inflammation or even rupturing of alveoli).
Fire safety:
There are significant fire concerns, irrespective of the type of
condensed oil.
Equipment:
There is no concern at the levels usually controlled for. The
maximum level of 5 mg/m³ equates to a dew point
temperature of -64°C, or 6 ppmv, which is significantly lower
than the lowest required levels for H20.
Compound:
Particles
Sources:
Ambient environment (micro-particles of dust and pollens);
breakdown products in compressors, piping systems and
filtration media; as well as post-construction debris in pipes
and controls.
Human safety: Particles smaller than 10 μm have the potential to cause
shortness of breath, especially in patients with respiratory
conditions (e.g. asthma and bronchitis), as well as a reduction
in the ability to resist infection.
Fire safety:
Large concentrations of particulates can serve as a source of
ignitable fuel.
Equipment:
Larger particles are known causes of failure in pressure
regulators, which may cause valves not to seal when closed
and may erode valve seats, discs and seals.
Fire safety:
Equipment:
Compound:
Sources:
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Odour
Ambient environment and cleaning compounds used on air
supply systems.
Human safety: It is generally only related to comfort levels. Odours from
volatile, toxic or otherwise harmful substances indicate
potential safety issues related to these contaminants.
Fire safety:
There is no concern from odour. Contaminants with fire risks
(oils, volatile organic compounds [VOC], etc.) are discussed
under the relevant contaminant sections.
Equipment:
No concerns.
Compound:
Sources:

‘‘

patIEnts wIth hIgh pao2
aRE at gREatER RIsk of
oxygEn-InDUcED sEIzUREs
wIth ElEVatED paco2.

Group 2: Contaminants present in specific areas
This group may be significantly larger than discussed here, but the following
analysis serves to indicate where potential hazards may exist for clinical
hyperbaric facilities.
Volatile hydrocarbons include organic compounds. However, methane is
the most commonly occurring compound of these compounds and is separated
from the analysis.
Some standards require that all hydrocarbons be grouped as a total

hydrocarbon (THC) limit. This does not allow for easy identification of
potential sources.
Contaminant: Volatile hydrocarbons and VOC
They include, but are not limited to, toluene, xylene, benzene,
ethane, styrene and acetone.
Sources:
Ambient environment as a result of exposure to building
materials, plastic materials, industrial chemicals, cleaning
compounds, adhesives, furniture, flooring, heating and
combustion processes. Overheating compressors are reported
as a potential source.
Human safety: Generally hazardous in terms of carcinogens, neurological and
narcotic effects, organ damage as well as general distress.
Initial symptoms include fatigue, headaches, confusion,
numbness, cardiac irritation and depression.
Fire safety:
There are significant fire concerns in terms of low ignition
temperature and low flashpoint fuels.
Equipment:
There is no significant concern at the expected levels.
Compound:
Methane (CH4)
Sources:
Ambient environment, especially in certain geological areas
and near decaying or fermenting organic matter, landfills
or domestic animals (cattle). CH4 may permeate buildings and
enter the compressor intake.
Human safety: It is not toxic (may be an asphyxiant where oxygen is reduced
to below 16%).
Fire safety:
There are significant fire concerns with CH4 because it is a
highly flammable fuel.
Equipment:
No concerns.

Some common contaminants are always
potentially present in compressed air.
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‘‘

PaRtIclEs smallER than
10 μm haVE thE PotEntIal
to causE shoRtnEss of
bREath.

Group 3: Rare but reported contaminants
This group is too diverse and extensive to discuss in a similar fashion to the
previous two groups.
Typical contaminants include vapours from cleaning products or solvents
that are not covered under Group 2 as well as environmental compounds
including hydrogen sulphide (H2S), SO2, NO, N2O, NO2, NOx fumes, ozone, lead
compounds, asbestos and many others.
Each of these has specific deleterious effects on humans, but there
are neither significant fire issues nor equipment issues – at least not in the
concentrations expected in the air.
Nitrogen oxide products, loosely referred to as NOx , are associated with
decreased lung function, increased severity of respiratory problems, chronic
inflammation and irreversible structural changes, amongst other related
respiratory conditions and complications.
Most occupational health and safety regulations for any public enterprise
provide regulations, limits and guidelines for identification and exclusion.
In terms of this article, we will exclude several of these from the requirements

for acceptable air quality for scuba diving and accept that they will be
controlled by occupation HIRA practices.

What aRE safE lImIts?
The limits depicted in the table below are based on the effect on the human
physiology, the fire risks and the risks to equipment.
All human exposure limits are expressed as the surface equivalent value
(SEV) and for the purposes of air diving a maximum depth of 50 metres of
seawater (MSW) is assumed. Limits tabulated are generally stated as the “noeffect level” which is the dose with no known toxic or debilitating effects.

fInally, a notE on south afRIcan REgulatIons
Traditionally, our local regulations were contained in a standard known as
SABS 019, the code of practice for transportable compressed gas containers.
This regulation contained a table listing limits for impurities in compressed
air for breathing. However, the latest revision of this standard no longer
contains this table and instead we are referred to SABS 532 (issued in 2009 as
SANS 532) which is the standard for industrial, medical, propellant, food and
beverage gases, refrigerants and breathing gases.
We have lost some of the required guidance in this process and DAN-SA,
together with the Compressed Gas Association of South Africa, has requested
the SABS to provide an update to SABS 532 to include limits for the common
contaminants of concern to scuba divers. We have hopefully provided practical,
achievable and realistic limits for their consideration. AD

Contaminant Safe Limits
Human exposure

Fire risk

Equipment risk

Achievable

SABS limits

CO2

5 000 ppmv
for pO2 ≥ 3 ATA
15 000 ppmv
for pO2 ≤ 1.6 ATA

None

None

≤ 350 ppmv
Normal air contains
300 ppmv

SABS 532: < 500 ppmv
SABS 019: < 500 ppmv

CO

60 ppmv

None

None

≤ 5 ppmv

SABS 532: NS
SABS 019: < 10 ppmv

H20

RH: ≤ 50% – 60%
Based on control of bacterial
growth

RH: > 30%
Dew point > 3°C

HP: Lowest ambient Dew point -64°C
less than 44°C
based on 5 mg/m³

SABS 532: < 100 ppmv
SABS 019: < 25 mg/m³
< 200 bar: < 50 mg/m³
> 200 bar: < 35 mg/m³

Oil

≤ 5 mg/m³

≤ 0.1 mg/m³

None at ≤ 5 mg/m³

≤ 0.5 mg/m³

SABS 532: NS
SABS 019: < 0.5 mg/m³

Particles

≤ 50 mg/m³
No particles ≤ 10 μm

≤ 5 mg/m³

No limits
determined

0.01 mg
Size 0.5 μm

SABS 532: NS
SABS 019: < 0.5 mg/m³ for particles > 5 μm

Odour

None

None

None

None

None

VOC

≤ 5 ppmv

LEL ≤ 1%
Limit 1 000 ppmv

None

≤ 5 ppmv

OHS requirement

CH4

≤ 5% (5 x 104 ppmv)

LEL ≤ 5%
Limit 5 000 ppmv

None

10 ppmv

OHS requirement

H2 S

≤ 50 ppmv

None

>> Human limit *

≤ 1 ppmv

OHS requirement

SO2

≤ 5 ppmv

None

None

≤ 1 ppmv

OHS requirement

NOx

≤ 10 ppmv

None

None

≤ 0.5 ppmv

OHS requirement

* Limiting factor is human and not equipment.
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Cryogenically
Frozen Coral

investing in the future of reefs
By Maureen Halsema

Just as seed banks have been developed to protect the future
of food, the Global coral repository will collect biopsies of
various coral species to protect our oceans’ future.

the

Haereticus Environmental Laboratory is a non-profit
organisation dedicated to improving environmental
restoration efforts through research. Scientists have developed a
technology that enables coral propagation from near-microscopic tissue
biopsies. These samples can be cultured and grown into adult coral in
a process that can spawn millions of offspring from a single sample of
genetic material.
Along with the propagation technology, scientists at Haereticus have
also developed methods of cryogenically freezing coral samples, preserving
them in a living and reproductively viable state. A series of international
repositories will store the samples, ensuring the more than 5 000 known
coral species are protected. The first repository is at the Haereticus
Lab in Virginia in the USA and the next is at Oxford University and has
been operational since 2012. The hope is that more repositories will be
developed around the world in the near future. The collection process is
projected to take about 40 years.
Not only do these repositories provide an opportunity to preserve Earth’s
coral species, they also allow researchers to investigate the factors contributing
to coral decline and to learn how to conserve existing coral populations,
propagate archived species and restore impacted reefs. In addition, the
repositories create a global inventory of coral species and a forensic database
for use in cases where coral is transported across international boundaries. “The
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‘‘

repositories will
maintain a dna
finGerprint of every
coral species.

repositories will maintain a DNA fingerprint of every coral species as well as a
geographic identity for each specimen,” said Craig Downs, executive director of
the Global Coral Repository. “Using DNA fingerprinting technology and specimen
analysis, we should be able to determine a specimen’s origin, aiding in the lawenforcement efforts of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species and other regulations.”
To be eligible for deposit, the samples must come from healthy coral
colonies which divers can help identify. According to Downs, each region
will have a list of visual characteristics divers can use to confirm reef health
including coral coverage, species diversity and coral recruitment. “Divers can
provide photo documentation and GPS co-ordinates of a candidate ‘healthy’
reef, which will significantly contribute to the ultimate goals of the Global
Coral Repository.” The collection effort will begin in the Florida Keys.
For more information, visit www.CoralRepository.org Ad
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Compensation
Legislation
and the Recreational Diver
By Dr Jack Meintjes (specialist in occupational medicine)

DR MEIntjEs DIscussEs how
EMployERs anD EMployEEs aRE
affEctED If an EMployEE Is InjuRED
oR gEts Ill as a REsult of woRk.

In

the previous edition, I highlighted some of the requirements placed
on dive operators to ensure that, as far as reasonably practicable,
their workplace is (as the Occupational Health and Safety Act [OHSA] states)
“safe and without risks to health”. This requirement applies to all employees
as well as all persons “other than employees” who could be affected by the
business, i.e. the clients who dive with the operator or even just visitors to the
business. Although it seems almost illegal for a person to get ill or be injured
as a result of someone else’s business, we know it is impossible to guarantee
100% that this will not happen. Someone will inevitably twist an ankle or
develop decompression sickness, not even mentioning middle-ear barotrauma.
Therefore, there is a need for yet another act to specify the procedure for
persons who are injured at work or get ill as a result of working activities – the
Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act (COIDA).
In terms of the COIDA, any employee who suffers a work-related disease
or injury is eligible to receive compensation. A distinction is made between an
occupational injury and an occupational disease.

occupatIonal InjuRIEs
An occupational injury is only compensable if all of the following conditions
are met:
– The person must suffer a personal injury or death as a result of
an accident.
– The accident must happen while the person is busy with his or her work.
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‘‘

thERE Is a nEED foR yEt
anothER act to spEcIfy thE
pRocEDuRE foR pERsons
who aRE InjuRED at woRk.

– The accident must be caused by the person’s work.
– The person must be an employee.
The definition of an employee is very broad in the COIDA. It includes persons
who are working in terms of a contract of service, apprenticeship or learnership.
It also does not matter whether the contract is expressed or implied, or whether
the contract is oral or in writing. A person would be considered an employee if he
or she receives remuneration for any acts performed on behalf of the business,
irrespective of whether remuneration is paid in cash or in kind, e.g. a free air fill or
a free dive. It also specifically includes casual employees (who may be employed
to carry cylinders or wash diving gear), persons provided by labour brokers, etc.
The police, military and domestic employees in private households are among the
few exclusions in the definition.

Common injuries associated with a diving operation would include all
barotraumas (ear, sinuses, lungs, etc.). A back injury caused by lifting heavy
gear or a muscle injury sustained during a boat launch would also be
considered an occupational injury. The bottom line is that any injury sustained
while performing work (which is any act for which a person is remunerated) is
potentially compensable.

occupatIonal DIsEasEs
Occupational diseases are listed in Schedule 3 of the COIDA. All employers
and employees involved in diving operations should be aware of the following,
which is compensable:
– Hearing impairment caused by noise (for all the compressor operators)
– All diseases caused by being exposed to pressure (decompression
sickness, gas embolism, dysbaric osteonecrosis, etc.)
– Diseases caused by ultraviolet radiation (sunburn, skin cancer, etc.)
– Diseases caused by chronic or repetitive exposure to products
of combustion
– Occupational skin diseases (e.g. allergies to wetsuits or marine life)
– Diseases caused by asphyxiants (e.g. carbon monoxide poisoning)
For all these listed diseases, it is accepted that an employee contracted the
disease in the workplace. The burden of proof is on the employer (to prove that
the employee did not contract the disease in his or her workplace). For all other
diseases that are not listed, the burden of proof is on the employee (to prove that
he or she contracted the disease at work). It is important to note that some of
these diseases can present years or even decades after the work was performed,
but compensation would still be payable. However there is a requirement.

whERE to fRoM hERE?
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Dive operators must ensure that they
comply with the provisions of the OHSA.
Image by Michael Hindley.

All employers are legally obliged to ensure that they are registered with
the compensation commissioner. Furthermore, they should ensure that they
comply with the provisions of the OHSA (see Occupational Health and
Safety Legislation and the Recreational Diver in the Spring 2012 edition).
All employees should inform the treating doctor that the injury or illness
he or she suffers is (likely) the result of work. Specific forms and documents
need to be completed by the doctor, the injured diver and the employer. These
can all be downloaded from the website of the Department of Labour. Divers
and dive operators are also welcome to contact the DAN-SA hotline for advice
and assistance.
Injured employees are required to inform their employer of the incident
as soon as possible. Employers must report the incident to the compensation
commissioner within seven days (an employer who fails to do so is guilty of an
offence in terms of the COIDA). It should further be noted that the Act specifically
states that an employer is required to report an accident whenever an employee
alleges that it was caused by his or her work – irrespective of whether the
employer agrees that this is the case. No claim would be paid to any employee if
such a claim has not been lodged with the compensation commissioner (i.e. the
employee has informed the employer, who in turn informed the compensation
commissioner) within 12 months from the date of the accident.
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It is impossible for a dive operator
to guarantee that accidents or
injuries will not happen.
Image by Sabrina Hindley.

‘‘

thE BottoM lInE Is that
any InjuRy sustaInED
whIlE pERfoRMIng woRk Is
potEntIally coMpEnsaBlE.

what DoEs thE coMpEnsatIon EntaIl?
Although it sounds great, there is no need for employees to develop
“compensitis” which seems to be an incurable disease. Compensation actually
protects the employer much more than it does the employee. In terms of the
legislation, an employee is obliged to make use of the compensation system
when suffering an occupational injury or illness and, in doing so, the employee
also loses the right to any other legal action against the employer in terms
of such an injury or disease. That is why we do not see legal cases against
employers in South Africa. There is thus a clear benefit for employers to ensure
that all their paperwork is in place.
Compensation would have the following advantages for injured or
ill employees:
– The employee does not need to take any employer to court in the case
of a work-related accident or illness. Compensation is guaranteed for all
such injuries and diseases.
– The compensation covers sick leave (temporary incapacity) at 75% of the
normal pay rate for a period not exceeding 24 months (although you
would never have that much sick leave available).
– Medical aid, to cover all reasonable medical expenses, is made available
for a period of up to two years. All medical expenses, including follow-up
visits, are covered during this period.
– In the case of the employee suffering a permanent disability, the
employee would receive financial compensation for this loss.
Note, however, that the compensation does not cover loss of income
or loss of ability to work, e.g. being declared unfit to dive as a result
of serious decompression sickness. The employee is literally only
compensated for the medical impairment that could objectively
be assessed. A complete recovery to normal function means that no
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compensation would be paid. Therefore, most employees would not
receive compensation for permanent disability as a result of a workrelated injury.
– If the occupational injury or illness causes the death of the employee,
all the burial expenses are covered by the compensation commissioner
and compensation is also paid to the direct dependants of the employee.
When considering these benefits, it seems like the compensation system could
actually be seen as insurance that protects the employer. He or she could claim
all medical expenses, sick leave and other payouts to the employee for which
he or she would likely have been liable if the case had gone to court.

what aBout pERsons who aRE not EMployEEs?
Persons who are not employees cannot receive any benefits in terms of the
COIDA. The business owner also does not have any protection from the COIDA,
unless also doing work as an employee. All non-employees are thus able to
instigate a civil (legal) claim against a business that could have been involved
in an injury or illness. Such a claim would increase dramatically if negligence is
proven, e.g. insufficient oxygen available during decompression sickness.
All dive operators and business owners should thus ensure that they comply
with the provisions of the OHSA (not to be negligent) and also ensure that they
put procedures and documentation in place to minimise their risk. This would
include using an indemnity form that needs to be signed by all clients (after all,
divers choose to take at least some risk when they go diving). Furthermore, all
activities (not only the dives) should be well planned and executed including
information provided to clients to ensure they know which safety measures
are put in place by the operator (especially if they need to comply with specific
provisions, e.g. not wearing slippery shoes in the diving shop). Protocols should
be in place to deal with any injury or illness that may occur as a result of the
activities (including emergency contact numbers available after hours). The
HIRA programme proposes that all dive operators should involve a local medical
practitioner who could provide support in case of an injury or illness (DAN can
suggest specific specialised training for the doctor).
Even with all the planning and procedures, the risk cannot be totally
avoided. Serious consideration should therefore be given to financing the
residual risk by means of appropriate insurance. AD
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TRAINING

Continuing
Education
Keep on learning
By the DAN team

CONTINUING EDUCATION NOT ONLY TEACHES YOU
MORE ABOUT THE THINGS YOU ARE INTERESTED
IN, BUT ALSO MAKES YOU A SAFER DIVER. THE DAN
TEAM DISCUSSES CONTINUING YOUR EDUCATION
BEYOND THE OPEN WATER COURSE.

A

good diver is always learning. Diving is an evolving sport and no diver’s
education is ever complete. A diver always has something new to learn,
a new skill to master and a new direction to take. It’s one of the best things
about diving – there’s always something new to do or see.
Continuing education is not about gaining certiﬁcations or working to
become a professional. Its purpose is simply to expand your knowledge and
skills, making you a better and safer diver. The more you know, the more
resources you have to draw on both in and out of the water. You’ll be better
prepared to deal with an emergency or you’ll be in a better position to stop a
situation from becoming an emergency. You’ll gain conﬁdence as a diver.
Continuing education is easy, since it comes in many forms. It can be
something structured and formal, like taking a class, or it could be something
as easy as reading the many diving books and magazines available today.
Alert Diver concentrates on divers and is a great resource for honing those
skills and knowledge. Easier still, you can expand your knowledge of diving
simply by talking with other divers.

SPECIALITY COURSES

As you gain experience in diving, you’ll discover that some areas of diving
interest you more than others. For example, you might ﬁnd that you enjoy
diving shipwrecks and would like to be more proﬁcient at it. Or you might be
planning a dive trip on a live-aboard (a phenomenal chance to do nothing
but eat, sleep, relax and dive) and so a course about boat diving could come
in handy. Or you may ﬁnd that you wish you could capture every image you
see underwater. In this case, an underwater photography course might be
for you. Perhaps you have found that diving takes you to remote locations
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and by taking a nitrox course you can minimise risks. Whatever your interest,
a speciality diving course can give you the added value, information and
expertise to pursue it.

TRAINING COURSES

As you become more comfortable as a diver, you may wish to increase your
ability to help others. Emergency training is fairly self-explanatory and it gives
you the skills and conﬁdence to assist yourself and others in an emergency
situation (particularly as regular diving takes us to remote locations where
medical evacuation is difﬁcult). Most dive centres offer a rescue diving class
that will certainly cover in-water skills and DAN offers a full range of training
classes that address primary ﬁrst aid to injured divers including the use of
oxygen and automated external deﬁbrillators (AEDs). Emergency training has
the added beneﬁt of extending beyond diving; the skills you learn in basic ﬁrst
aid and life support can help non-divers too. Completing the training increases
your safety in and out of the water and more importantly, it could preserve the
life of a friend or loved one.
Continuing your education beyond your open water course not only helps
you to learn more about areas that interest you, but having more training in
these areas allows you to participate in the activities more safely. The more
you know, the more likely you’ll enjoy the dives. The more training you do,
the more people you’ll meet with similar interests. As the old adage says,
“knowledge is power”, but in diving knowledge is safety as well. Whichever
form of continuing education you pursue, remember that it makes you not only
a better diver but also a safer one. Check out our website and learn more about
DAN courses today by getting in touch with a DAN instructor near you. AD
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DAN Training & Education
Courses offered

DAN Training goes digital!
Some courses are now available digitally.

Contact a DAN instructor in your region to take any of these courses.
A full list of instructors is available from DAN-SA on 0860 242 242
or from the website.

Entry-level courses
OXYGEN FIRST AID FOR SCUBA DIVING INJURIES

As a recreational diver, you can receive training to provide
vital ﬁrst aid that can make a difference to a scuba diver with
decompression illness. The DAN Oxygen Provider course provides
entry-level training in the recognition and management of
possible diving-related injuries using emergency oxygen ﬁrst aid.

FIRST AID FOR HAZARDOUS MARINE LIFE INJURIES

Serious hazardous marine life injuries are rare. Most divers
experience minor discomfort from unintentional encounters
with ﬁre coral, jellyﬁsh and other marine creatures. This course
teaches divers to minimise these injuries and reduce diver
discomfort and pain.

AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATORS FOR SCUBA DIVING

More than 10% of all dive fatalities are actually caused by
cardiovascular disease, according to DAN dive accident and fatality
statistics. This course teaches divers and other interested parties
to provide care for sudden cardiac arrest including the use of an
automated external deﬁbrillator (AED).

Intermediate courses
BASIC LIFE SUPPORT COURSE

The DAN Basic Life Support (BLS) course will not only train divers
and non-divers to resuscitate an injured person with a circulatory
arrest, but can also prevent a person from getting in that
condition. External bleeding, choking and shock can lead to severe
circulatory and respiratory problems. The DAN BLS course will
prepare you to react in the correct way when accidents happen.

FIRST AID COURSE

The DAN First Aid course represents training designed to educate
people with a CPR/BLS certiﬁcation in providing ﬁrst aid to adult
victims with non-immediately life-threatening injuries. Although the
course was designed to be taught together with the DAN BLS course,
it can also be offered as an extra module to those who already have
a DAN BLS or other BLS certiﬁcation that respects ERC (European
Resuscitation Council) guidelines. In a real accident situation, ﬁrst aid
skills are the next step after providing effective BLS.
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ON-SITE NEUROLOGICAL ASSESSMENT FOR DIVERS

(Prerequisite: Oxygen First Aid for Scuba Diving Injuries)
Learn how to conduct a neurological assessment on a potentially
injured diver in this course. The information gained in this
assessment can help convince a diver of the need for oxygen ﬁrst
aid and help a dive physician determine the proper treatment.

ADVANCED OXYGEN FIRST AID FOR SCUBA DIVING INJURIES

(Prerequisite: Oxygen First Aid for Scuba Diving Injuries)
This advanced-level programme is designed to train existing DAN
oxygen providers to use the MTV-100 or a bag valve mask while
providing care for a non-breathing injured diver.

Advanced courses
DIVE MEDICINE FOR DIVERS

(Prerequisite: DEMP and NEURO)
When you want to know more than just basic ﬁrst aid techniques,
Dive Medicine for Divers is your next step. Ultimately, more
knowledge and a better understanding of how our bodies react
to the pressures and stresses of diving lead to safer dives as we
understand our limitations and the limitations of the situation.

Combination courses
DIVING EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT PROVIDER PROGRAMME

Learn the knowledge and skills from several courses in one single
approach to dive emergency management.

Leadership programmes
INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATION COURSE

To become a DAN instructor, you must complete the DAN Instructor
Qualiﬁcation Course (IQC). Instructor candidates will complete a core module
that offers more information about DAN and explains how to teach DAN
programmes. Candidates will then complete the course module for each DAN
training programme they are interested in teaching.

INSTRUCTOR TRAINER WORKSHOP
This programme teaches scuba diving instructor trainers to teach the DAN
Instructor Qualiﬁcation Course and train DAN instructors. Only DAN staff
members and examiners can offer this programme.
Autumn 2013 Alert
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To Lie or
Not To Lie?
By Daniel Nord

Daniel norD proviDes an overview of what
meDical statements entail anD why it is
important to answer all the questions honestly.

when

it comes to honesty on medical forms, the truth is
sometimes elusive. Have you ever been advised to lie
on a medical statement when signing in for a dive? Have you ever lied on a
medical form simply so you could dive? Have you ever lied anyway, despite
getting all the necessary medical clearances, simply to avoid confrontation?
Have you ever felt like it was all a complete waste of time or worse, an
invasion of your privacy? You’re not alone.
Despite the debates, questions and hackles they can raise, you are likely
to encounter medical statements during your diving career. Properly executed,
they can be an important element of dive safety.

what is the meDical statement?
The medical statement is a set of unified standards evolved from the need
for minimum health standards prior to initiating dive training. Over the
decades, fitness protocols for recreational divers have varied widely. Typically
established by training agencies, medical statements often integrate input
from dive medicine professionals.
As the sport gained popularity and attracted a broader population, dive
medicine and dive research have consolidated the information typically
requested and now most medical forms address a balance of physical and
psychological stability.

from a legal perspective
Many dive operators establish their own guidelines for judging whether a
certified diver is medically fit to engage in certain types of diving. By asking
each diver to complete a medical history form, the operator is trying to avoid
undue risk to both his or her business and to the other divers. The document is
intended to protect but if the dive staff encourages customers to misrepresent
their medical conditions, it defeats the purpose.
While the law may differ depending on location and interpretation, when
26
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a diver signs a medical form, he or she is generally attesting to the accuracy
of his or her statements. Most forms require you to acknowledge that the
statements are both accurate and complete.
A liability waiver usually accompanies the medical history form. When a
diver signs a waiver, it generally becomes a contractual agreement stating that
he or she will not be entitled to recover damages from the dive operator if said
operator engages in negligent conduct.

‘‘

lying on a form not only
leaves you open to injury,
but may also impeDe
appropriate meDical care
Due to the omission of
vital information.

When a customer misrepresents his or her fitness to dive on a medical history
form, the legal protection of the dive operator is not necessarily violated.
The dive operator has the right to rely on written representations that a diver
makes about his or her medical conditions. In fact, a diver’s decision to omit
parts of his or her medical history may give the dive operator further legal
protection through an assumption-of-risk defence. By failing to provide the
information, it can be logical to conclude that the diver elected to assume all
risks related to the undisclosed medical condition.

why is the meDical statement necessary?
Despite its laid-back, relaxed atmosphere, scuba diving and the environmental
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Honesty on medical
statements increases
safety when diving.
Image by Sabrina
Hindley.

conditions encountered are potentially stressful to the human body. Though
we now know a great deal more about dive injury prevention and have
increased safety standards, accidents still occur.
We often hear statements like “had I only known it could be like this”. The
hardest scenarios occur when it is too late to change a tragic outcome. Conditions
vary and divers need to be fit enough to respond to worst-case scenarios. The
medical statement is intended to red ﬂag any medical issue that may be
contraindicated to diving (before the diver gets in the water) and to provide
information should a diver get injured and be unable to speak for himself or herself.
Sadly, each year DAN learns of dive accidents and mishaps that happen to
divers who have been less than honest in their medical statements. Perhaps
the various forms can seem overly generalised, but they do serve as a good
starting point in helping people foresee some of the potential health risks
associated with recreational diving.

how shoulD you answer the questions?
When faced with a medical statement, the approach to answering questions
is simple: answer them honestly. Lying on a form not only leaves you open to
injury, but may also impede appropriate medical care due to the omission of
vital information.
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be proactive
Early, proactive approaches to personal health can make a big difference. If
you have specific health issues, call your medical professional to make sure
you are cleared for diving. Also call the dive operator ahead of time to discuss
your medical condition and find out what documentation they will require to
allow you to dive. DAN can assist you with information and medical referrals,
or even discuss a given medical condition with a dive operator who is unsure
about whether your condition is contraindicated to diving. With a proactive
approach, it is very likely you will not only receive the medical evaluation you
need, but also the appropriate documentation that will enable you to fill out
the questionnaire honestly and make it a useful part of safe diving practices.
No one can deny that committed divers have a strong desire to continue
diving after a challenge to their health or after developing medical conditions
as they age. To lower the risk of injury, divers should honestly disclose and
address health concerns. Though it may raise more immediate questions when
answering “yes” on a medical form, truthful replies increase your safety as well
as the safety of everyone around you in the long run. AD
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SEASICKNESS
By Dr Louis van Heerden

DR lOUIS VAN HEERDEN
DISCUSSES WHAT SEASICKNESS,
AlSO KNOWN AS MOTION
SICKNESS, IS AS WEll AS HOW
IT IS CAUSED AND HOW DIVERS
CAN pREVENT IT.

Most people suffer from motion
sickness at some point in their lives.
Image by Michael Hindley.
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WHAT IS SEASICKNESS?
The French call it mal de mer but seasickness, by any other name, remains at
best unpleasant. Another term frequently and interchangeably used is motion
sickness. As we all can appreciate, you don’t necessarily have to be on the
sea to suffer from this condition. Most people will at some stage in their lives
suffer from motion sickness unless they are (unfortunately) stone deaf and
have a non-functional vestibular apparatus. According to the literature, people
suffering from motion sickness can broadly be divided into three groups: those
who are highly susceptible, those who will only have symptoms under rough
conditions and those who will only get sick under extreme conditions. It is said
that motion sickness is a rare condition before the age of two, that it peaks
between the ages of three and 12 and that it then steadily declines to be very
rare after the age of 70.
You may enquire quite casually what motion sickness is. As if you as
a diver never suffered the indignity of feeding your breakfast to fish that
appeared out of nowhere as you hung over the side of a rubber duck on your
way to what you had hoped would be a life-altering experience under the sea
or on your way back from a then distant memory of the aforesaid. It suddenly
becomes clear what the dive master meant by “purging is optional”! Oh, that
peculiar tingle in your stomach that you thought was butterflies, first trying
to suppress it with subtle yawning and then later swallowing as you start
drooling (with beads of perspiration on your upper lip and your pale face
now becoming quite noticeable), building up to that single moment where all
grace and elegance are thrown overboard (literally). Yes, my friend, you’ve just
vomited and experienced the condition first-hand.

‘‘

VERTIgO IS VERy SIMIlAR
TO MOTION SICKNESS IN
THAT BOTH ARE CAUSED By
VESTIBUlAR STIMUlATION.

It is widely recognised that motion sickness is caused by unusual stimulation
of the vestibular system with conflicting information or a mismatch from the
sensory systems. However, this cannot explain all cases of the condition and
another theory may also link it to a decreased ability to actively control the
body’s positioning. Motion sickness may affect the diver in two ways. Firstly,
on the boat: mostly on the way to a site and once on site or on the way back
from the dive which occurs less frequently. Secondly, underwater: usually when
doing a safety or decompression stop near the surface, especially with a strong
surge. It may range from a feeling of discomfort to relentless vomiting that
ends in dehydration with electrolyte imbalances.

a predisposition. Sitting at the bow or the stern of the boat as well as head
and eye movements (such as reading or focusing on objects nearby in the boat)
may aggravate sensory stimuli. Last but not least are psychological factors.
Ever noticed the seemingly contagious nature of vomiting (it’s not inside, it’s
on top… and then overboard)?

HOW DOES MOTION SICKNESS WORK?
Let’s take a closer look at the anatomy (structure) and physiology (functioning)
of the vestibular system. This will allow us to better understand motion sickness
or seasickness. It inevitably brings us to another important term, with signs and
symptoms that are not mutually exclusive to motion sickness: vertigo.
Vertigo is very similar to motion sickness in that both are caused by
vestibular stimulation that does not match the internal model of the expected
environmental or external stimuli. Where motion sickness is mainly a sensation
of being off-balance and lacking equilibrium due to repetitive motion,
vertigo is a sensation of continuous motion of the person or the environment
perceived as spinning.
Our current understanding of the development of motion sickness and
vertigo is based on a model that includes a system that gathers information
from the vestibular, visual, proprioceptive (muscles and tendons) and cortical
(generally speaking, the area of the brain that registers movement and
sensation) activities. It then compares the information with an internal model
of expected input consistency. Once a mismatch is registered, symptoms
associated with motion sickness and vertigo usually follow.
The hair cells of the vestibular labyrinth (found in the inner ear) are the
receptor cells for vestibular stimuli, found in the cristae of the semicircular
canals, and the ampulae of the utricle and sacculus. Movement of the
endolymph (fluid) in the semicircular canals and movement of the otoliths
(small stone-like bodies) in the maculae are converted into electrical impulses
by the hair cells that in turn are transmitted by afferent (conveying toward a
centre) nerves to the vestibular nuclei (centres). Secondary afferent nerve fibres
make connections between the contralateral (opposite) vestibular nuclei, the
oculomotor (eye movement) control areas, the cerebellum and the spinal cord.

Anterior canal

Nerve

Saccule

Utricle

WHAT MAy CONTRIBUTE TO MOTION SICKNESS?
Certain factors seem to predispose you to motion sickness and most of us,
as divers, may be familiar with some of them. Alcohol use the previous night
is definitely high on the list, followed closely by overindulgence of food. If
changing your behaviour is not feasible, at least remember the golden rule to
make the inevitable more tolerable: easy in, easy out. Age has been mentioned
before and the literature would have it that the female gender may also have
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The vestibular system.
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The main neurotransmitter (a substance that allows the transmission of
the impulse from one brain cell or fibre to another) of the vestibular nuclei
is believed to be an excitatory (stimulating) amino acid called glutamate.
It has a specific binding area (receptor) on the following fibre. From the
nuclei onwards, afferent fibres use the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. This
neurotransmitter in turn binds to specific receptors, in this case muscarinic. By
blocking these receptors with certain medications, transmission of the nerve
impulse is prohibited and thus certain effects avoided like motion sickness.
Another regulatory substance in the vestibular nuclei is histamine that binds
specifically to histaminic receptors. It then follows suit that antihistamines will
block these receptors and prohibit certain effects like seasickness. There are
other neurotransmitters and receptors as well that fall outside the scope of
this discussion.

‘‘

HyOSCINE OR SCOpOlAMINE
(SCOpEx) IS VIEWED AS
ONE Of THE SINglE MOST
EffECTIVE DRUgS AgAINST
SEVERE MOTION SICKNESS.

The cerebellum functions as a regulator of movement and posture by controlling
the movement intention with the movement performance as well as by
controlling the actions of the descending motor neurons (nerve cells transmitting
impulses from the brain to the body). Internal feedback would be information
gathered about movement intention whereas external feedback would be about
motor performance. Spatial orientation, signified by vestibular stimuli, is regarded
as external feedback. The cerebellum regulates performance by comparing
internal and external feedback. A conceptional model that reflects the normal
sensory consistency for a given movement or posture is believed to be contained
within the cerebellum. It then follows that when the comparison of the feedback
doesn’t fall within the expected parameters of this model, a sensory mismatch
exists. As said before, this will cause sensations like motion sickness or vertigo.
The cerebellum may be responsible for short-term regulation and long-term
adaptation of these mismatches.
The vomiting centre in the brain is located in the brainstem and is
called the parvocellular reticular formation (PCRF), where the vomiting
reflex is initiated and co-ordinated. Anatomically, this centre lies close to
and is almost intertwined with the nerves that supply facial sensation and
movement, swallowing as well as respiratory control. It is also closely related
to the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) that in turn co-ordinates autonomic
(involuntary) functions in the brainstem. The NTS also receives input from
the area postrema, vestibular, vagal and limbic (the brain area that controls
emotions, etc.) systems.
30
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The area postrema is found in the floor of the fourth ventricle (a fluid-filled
space) in the brain and is not protected by the blood-brain barrier. This means
that it is exposed to and sensitive to circulating chemicals and contains
receptors that detect these substances (chemoreceptors). This may in turn,
once stimulated, trigger vomiting. Blocking of these receptors, however, will
not prevent the stimulation of the vestibular nuclei and will thus not prevent
nausea and vomiting via that pathway.

WHAT CAN THE DIVER DO ABOUT MOTION SICKNESS?
Let us get back to what is important to every diver: how do we prevent motion
sickness? Not all methods will work as effectively for every diver. Some will have
to be combined. A small group of divers will not find a real solution because of
unacceptable side effects when diving and will ultimately have to decide if the
benefits outweigh the seasickness. We can divide the modalities into nonmedical and medical. Non-medical modalities will include positioning and good
ventilation on the boat, avoiding head and eye movement (fixing your gaze on the
horizon), avoiding heavy meals and drinking of alcohol, and preparing before the
dive to have equipment ready for smooth and rapid entry into the water. Medical
modalities can be divided into non-pharmacological and pharmacological (drugs
or medication). The first group normally includes anecdotal evidence or touted
value of its efficacy, but could be worth trying. These include pressure wristbands,
ginger, a small meal or a teaspoon of honey before the dive. A teaspoon of sugar
will make the medicine go down, however.
The following options are effective when we talk about drugs or
medication. Hyoscine or scopolamine (Scopex) is viewed as one of the single
most effective drugs against severe motion sickness, but is not readily
available in South Africa. Do not confuse this with Buscopan, which is a
derivative but only works for abdominal cramps. You may find a pharmacist
that can source this from the USA or UK. It may cause visual disturbances,
dry mouth and drowsiness. It should not be taken with antihistamines. The
broad group of antihistamines is effective, because they have anticholinergic
properties, which means that they block the muscarinic receptors as discussed
earlier. General side effects of this group include drowsiness, dizziness,
dry mouth and blurry vision. Metoclopramide (Maxalon or Clopamon) is
available with prescription and found to be effective against moderate
motion sickness. Extrapyramidal symptoms should get special consideration
as a possible side effect (namely involuntary unco-ordinated movements or
sensations of restlessness). Cyclizine (Valoid or Nauzine) renders the same
effectivity but should be avoided if you have any heart problems. There is no

‘‘

A HIgHly CONTENTIOUS
MATTER CURRENTly IS
THE USE Of lOW DOSE
pHENyTOIN (EpANUTIN).
{Contents}
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good information about prochlorperazine (Stemetil) and diving. Cinnarizine
(Stugeron) may be beneficial when side effects are intolerable because it
has less side effects, but it is also less effective. Promethazine (Phenergan)
has been found to be almost as effective as scopolamine. It is viewed as an
antihistamine, but belongs to a class of medication called phenothiazines. Its
sedation effects could be very prominent. It is useful when taken the night
before (allowing a good night’s rest) while the antiemetic effects will last well
into the next day. A highly contentious matter currently is the use of low dose
phenytoin (Epanutin). This is a prescription drug for controlling seizures and is
currently not registered for use as an anti-seasick medication. There is no dose
available for its anti-seasick properties and the side effects (inco-ordination,
mental confusion, headaches and hallucination, to name a few) could be
serious if they occur at depth. Diving doctors who have previously used these
will usually prescribe them in much lower dosages (e.g. 100 mg per day) than
dosages used for epilepsy.

NEED SOME HElp?
Safety when diving should always remain your first and foremost priority.
This also applies when using medication for motion sickness. The following
guidelines should help: always consult with a diving doctor before taking
the medication, take the medication well in advance (preferably more than
24 hours) as a trial to see how it affects you, do not use new medication just
before a dive under any circumstances, never combine different medications
for seasickness, and don’t dive with medication that decreases your level of
consciousness or that interferes with your ability to make quick decisions. The
DAN hotline is always available with specialised help. AD
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Not all methods of preventing motion
sickness work equally well for everyone.
Image by Michael Hindley.
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Medical queries and
NOTE: Many of the original questions and answers have been altered
slightly to ensure confidentiality.

By the DAN medical staff

Q | If I have an infectious disease, should I dive?

A | There are two types of risks to consider with any infectious disease: those
associated with the disease itself and those associated with the transmission
to other divers.
Many infectious diseases are characterised by disabling symptoms such
as fatigue, fever, vomiting and dehydration. As long as these symptoms are
present, diving is not recommended. In addition to their symptoms, divers
should consider the medications they are taking. Doctors trained in diving
medicine generally recommend that a diver should take a medication for at
least 30 days before considering diving while on it to determine what, if any,
side effects might occur and to ensure the dosage is correct. This also helps
minimise the chances of the side effects interfering with the diagnosis of
decompression sickness (DCS). It is theoretically possible that a drug’s action
could be influenced by pressure, so any diving while on medication should be
conducted conservatively.
After recovery from an infectious disease, it is important that your
physician approves of you returning to diving. In some cases an evaluation
by a specialist is advisable. Lung infections, for example, might predispose
divers to pulmonary barotrauma and should prompt a consultation with a
doctor trained in diving medicine. Prolonged illness can result in significant
deconditioning which is characterised by muscle weakness, early fatigue and
limited endurance. Exercise intolerance may be significant with some illnesses
and is a common reason for physicians to recommend postponing diving.
Divers must regain adequate physical fitness before returning to diving. If
you need a referral to a diving medicine specialist in your area, call DAN at
0800 020 111.
The risk of disease transmission must be considered as well. DAN is
not aware of any confirmed cases of divers contracting bacterial, viral or
fungal infections from diving equipment. The most likely ways for an illness
to be transferred between divers are coughing, sneezing, close contact and
lack of hand washing – the same ways diseases are transferred between
people anywhere. However, any diver who chooses to dive while potentially
contagious should avoid sharing mouthpieces (except in an emergency) since
transmission is still theoretically possible. Proper disinfection of equipment
reduces the risk of disease transmission even further.
John Lee, EMT, DMT, CHT, MSDT
DAN medical information specialist
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Q | While on a live-aboard recently, I noticed one of the divers was using a
scopolamine patch to combat motion sickness. In the middle of the week
after replacing the patch, one of her pupils became much bigger than the
other. Is this a side effect of the patch?

A | Transderm Scōp has helped many divers; in fact, it is even recommended in
the US Navy Diving Manual. The patch releases the drug scopolamine slowly
through the skin and can be very effective against motion sickness.
Scopolamine is a prescription medication and side effects are possible.
Dry mouth occurs in more than half of the users and blurred vision after
about 24 hours of use is common. Repeated applications can cause visual
disturbance to increase. Symptoms may even persist for a short time after the
patch is removed. Scopolamine can have other side effects that could impair
one’s ability to dive safely including drowsiness, dizziness and confusion.
These side effects depend on the individual; there is no way to know in
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answers
advance who will be affected. Before diving with the patch, try it for at least
24 hours on land in a situation where potential side effects will not cause
any harm. For those who do not tolerate the patch, Scopace tablets are an
alternative to Transderm Scōp. Benefits of these tablets may include faster
onset of relief, dosage flexibility and fewer side effects than the patch.
During application and removal of Transderm Scōp, avoid touching the
inside of the patch. If some of the medication gets on a finger and then into an
eye, the drug can cause the pupil to dilate. This may temporarily impair visual
acuity, usually for no more than 12-24 hours. Flush the affected eye(s) with
fresh water and postpone diving until vision returns to normal. Always wash
your hands thoroughly after handling the patch.
John Lee, EMT, DMT, CHT, MSDT
DAN medical information specialist

Q | What is the difference between a deco stop and a safety stop?

A | From time to time the DAN medical department receives calls from
concerned divers who report that they have missed a deco stop. These
divers are usually referring to a single three- to five-minute stop they had
planned to do at 15 ft or 20 ft at the end of a recreational dive. Such a stop
is generally a good idea but is not strictly necessary. These safety stops are
done to minimise DCS risk, but in a context where the risk is already very low.
Recreational dives are defined in part by a diver’s ability to return (slowly) to
the surface at any point during the dive without a decompression obligation.
Dives requiring mandatory decompression should be done only by those
with training in decompression diving. Obligatory deco stops are extremely
important to keep DCS risk at an acceptably low level. If a deco stop is missed,
the diver should abort subsequent dives and be monitored for any unusual
symptoms. While these steps are generally not necessary in the case of a
missed safety stop, the diver and his or her buddy should discuss why the dive
plan was not followed and take steps to prevent similar errors on future dives.
Brian Harper, EMT, DMT

Q | How do air and enriched air (nitrox) compare with regard to DCS risk,
and does the risk increase if I do nitrox dives and air dives on the same day?

A | At the 2000 DAN Nitrox Workshop, Michael Lang remarked that “no
evidence was presented that showed an increased risk of DCS from the use
of nitrox versus compressed air” (Lang, M.A. [ed.]. Proceedings of the DAN
Nitrox Workshop, 2001; Divers Alert Network, Durham, N.C.). Whenever
nitrox is used, the diver should analyse his or her own cylinder so the
actual oxygen percentage is known and the no-decompression limit (NDL)
is calculated correctly. When using a computer, the diver should make sure
to adjust the gas-mix setting for each dive to accurately reflect the gas in
the cylinder. Although nitrox can be used to lower DCS risk, it is important
to understand that nitrox dives are not inherently safer than air dives. They
can be made safer (from a DCS-risk perspective) if the diver uses nitrox
while diving within the NDL of an air dive to the same depth. On the other
hand, nitrox can also be used to increase a diver’s bottom time, but this
eliminates the protective effect.
As for switching between gas mixes, if each dive is within the NDL of a
dive computer or table and residual nitrogen is accounted for correctly, there
is no reason to suspect that DCS risk would be elevated.
Brian Harper, EMT, DMT
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Breath-Hold
Diving
Part 3: The Science Bit!
By Dr Rob Schneider
The aquatic environment presents a
different set of physical rules for our
bodies than the terrestrial one.
Images by Mark van Coller.
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In the thIrd part of thIs serIes on
breath-hold dIvIng, dr schneIder
dIscusses the scIence behInd breathhold dIvIng and the ImplIcatIons
thereof for dIvers.

part

one of this series introduced us to the concept and overview
of breath-hold diving, while the second instalment detailed
the equipment available for use. In this part, we will endeavour to avail
ourselves of the physics and the implications thereof concerning our bodies
during breath-hold diving.

ImplIcatIons
Humans were designed to be terrestrial, air (gas) breathing organisms. Thus,
the body’s anatomical structures and physiological mechanisms are well suited
to this role. The aquatic or marine environment represents a different set of
rules in terms of the physics that apply and how that application would affect
our bodies during breath-hold diving. Therefore, when we enter this logically
hostile environment, there are certain changes or modifications to the laws of
physics that govern our atmospheric existence that need due consideration.
Naturally, when one uses the word physics, about 95% of people develop
acute transient deafness and the other 5% push their glasses higher up
their noses and develop a maniacal gleam in their eyes. Do not be alarmed.
This discussion is not intended to induce post-traumatic flashbacks of high
school science exams, but merely to gently remind us that order exists and is
functional. In order to ease the laborious passage through the quagmire that is
physics, only that which is relevant will be shared in a hopefully simple manner.

The most important law to the breath-hold diver in terms of practicality is
Boyle’s law and we will expand on this shortly. First, let us deal with the other
laws. Practically speaking, Charles’ law and Gay-Lussac’s law are of limited value
and can be mentally filed away for a rainy day of Trivial Pursuit. Dalton’s law is
rather self-explanatory and allows us to understand that the total pressure of
the volume of gas in our lungs and other gas spaces is made up of the partial
pressures of the constituent atmospheric gases we breathe, e.g. oxygen, nitrogen
and carbon dioxide. Henry’s law explains how the partial pressures of different
gases in our lungs relate to the partial pressures or gas tensions of the same
gases dissolved in our blood. Together, these two laws, along with Boyle’s law,
allow us to appreciate the changes that will occur in the gases in our lungs as well
as those dissolved in our blood and how the changes in depth will affect them.
This will be further elucidated in the next part of this series, when we discuss
physiology. Let us turn our focus onto Boyle’s law more intensely.

‘‘

for every 10 m
descended In seawater,
the pressure Increases
by one atmosphere.

pressure and the gas spaces
There are several gas laws that apply during the course of breath-hold diving
and they are important because they relate changes in the gas spaces of the
diver, namely the lungs, middle ears, sinuses and other gas spaces. Now let us
look at these gas laws:
The general gas law
The general gas law or equation is formed by the combination of three gas
laws showing the relationship between the pressure, volume and temperature
for a fixed mass of gas. The three laws are:
– Boyle’s law: The volume of a given mass of gas is inversely proportional to
its pressure, if the temperature remains constant.
– Charles’ law: The volume of a given mass of gas is directly proportional to
its absolute temperature, if the pressure remains constant.
– Gay-Lussac’s law: The pressure exerted by an ideal gas is directly
proportional to the absolute temperature, if the volume remains constant.
Dalton’s law
The pressure of a mixture of gases is simply the sum of the partial pressures of
the individual components.
Henry’s law
At constant temperature, the amount of a given gas dissolved in a given type
and volume of liquid is directly proportional to the partial pressure of that gas
in equilibrium with that liquid.
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The physics of diving allow us to
understand the changes that take
place in our bodies at depth.
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Boyle’s law has the following implications for breath-hold divers:
– As we breath-hold dive, the surrounding pressure increases and for every
10 m descended in seawater, the pressure increases by one atmosphere.
– Gases in our body, as in the lungs, sinuses and ears, will be affected by the
increase in pressure. These gases will decrease in volume as we descend
and the surrounding pressure increases. This decrease in volume is not
in a linear fashion but in an exponential fashion, otherwise lung volumes
would be zero at 20 m of seawater (see the table below).
– We need to compensate for the decrease in gas volume in order to avoid
damaging tissues in our bodies. We use equalisation techniques to do this,
but note that the lungs cannot be equalised.
– A simple way to observe this law in action is to take an empty plastic
bottle, seal it and take it to depth. Deformation of the bottle will be noted
at depth as the volume of air decreases inside the bottle due to increased
pressure, with the bottle returning to its original form at the surface.
Depth

ATM/BAR
(atmospheres of pressure)

Lung Volume

Volume Ratio

0m

1

8ℓ

1

10 m

2

4ℓ

1/2

20 m

3

2.66 ℓ

1/3

30 m

4

2ℓ

1/4

The table above shows how the increase in pressure affects gases in our body,
especially in the lungs, while breath-hold diving. Note the decrease in lung
volume as the depth and pressure increase.

pressure and the non-gas spaces

What about the effects of pressure on the rest of our body? Contrary to
popular belief, like the image of Scrat becoming progressively squashed as he
dives after an acorn in the film Ice Age 4, our bodies will not be crushed as we
dive deeper and the pressure increases. Our bodies are made up of gas, solid
and liquid phases with liquids making up the majority. The effects of pressure
on gases have been described above, but what are the effects on the other two
phases of this increased hydrostatic pressure? Overall, the hydrostatic pressure
is distributed evenly throughout our body tissues thus preventing us from
being crushed like an egg in a vice. The reason for this is because our body
tissues generally behave like fluids or liquids and therefore Pascal’s law (or the
principle of transmission of fluid-pressure) applies.
Pascal’s law
A change in pressure at any point in an enclosed fluid at rest is transmitted
undiminished to all points in the fluid.
In truth, though, the hydrostatic pressure does exert some effects on the
breath-hold diver as we will notice in the next part of the series.

thermal notIons

In the air environment, heat is exchanged between our bodies and the
atmosphere in four ways. These are convection, radiation, conduction and
evaporation, with the former two being the major pathways. In water, there
is no evaporation and radiation becomes negligible, so convection and
conduction become the major pathways. This gains abrupt significance in
breath-hold diving due to two conditions. Firstly, the thermal conductivity
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of water is about 23 times that of air and secondly, the specific heat per unit
volume of water is about 3 500 times that of air. Skin temperature falls faster
and further on immersion in water compared to air. Furthermore, core body
temperature drops two to five times faster in cold water than it does in air of
the same temperature. In a nutshell, we lose heat much faster from naked skin
in water than in air.

‘‘

core body temperature
drops two to fIve tImes
faster In cold water
than It does In aIr of the
same temperature.

buoyancy

Archimedes’ principle
Any object, wholly or partially immersed in a fluid, is buoyed up by a force
equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by the object.
Thanks to Archimedes, we understand the ostensibly logical concept of
what buoyancy is. Our land-based existence does not require us to grapple
with this force but the minute we enter the water it makes itself well known.
In breath-hold diving terms, coming to grips with buoyancy and how to
ameliorate it for one’s gain is of significant importance.

sound and lIght

The end is in sight. Speaking of that, our sight is affected when immersed
in water due to the refraction of light waves as they enter and traverse the
watery medium. The result is blurred vision. We can correct this by using a
mask and creating a gas space in front of our eyes but, due to the refraction, it
should be noted that objects will appear closer and larger than they really are.
At least this gives the spear fisherman a scientific rationale for their tall tales.
Sound waves move faster and further in water than in air. The implication
is that we can hear sounds underwater but our ability to differentiate where
they emanate from is exceedingly poor in the watery environment.
At long last the science bit is over. For those of you who braved through it,
well done! Catch part four in this series where we return to the classroom and
indulge in the more amicable setting of biology as we prise open the oyster of
physiology and search for the pearls. Ad
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The Zanzibar
Archipelago
The dsp Travel
guide
By Tammy Holter

The ZanZibar archipelago feaTures
some of The besT diving in The world.
find ouT more abouT This idyllic
year-round diving desTinaTion.

a

tropical island paradise, the Zanzibar Archipelago consists of numerous
small islands and two larger ones, Unguja (commonly referred to as
Zanzibar) and Pemba. Located 35 km off the coast of mainland Tanzania,
Zanzibar is only six degrees south of the equator. Zanzibar has something for
everyone, including a turbulent and fascinating history, exotic spices, stunning
beaches, unique wildlife, turquoise waters and spectacular coral reefs. In the
words of David Livingstone (1866), “This is the finest place I have known in all
of Africa… an elusive place where nothing is as it seems. I am mesmerised.”
The Indian Ocean surrounding Zanzibar is just that – truly mesmerising!
Fringing coral reefs and several patch reefs provide a rich habitat for an
amazing diversity of marine life. Divers are enchanted with more than 450
species of fish and other marine life including brightly coloured reef fish,
octopuses, stingrays, mantis shrimps, moray eels, ribbon eels and many more!
An underwater photographer’s paradise, the macro life is astonishing and
one can expect to spot a different nudibranch on every dive. Different kinds of
shrimps, seahorses and ghost pipefish are also sure to impress the experienced
diver. Bizarre sightings include the Mauritius and weedy scorpionfish
(Rhinopias frondosa), frogfish, the Indian Ocean walkman, sea moths and leaf
fish in a wide variety of colours.
Scuba diving around the Zanzibar Archipelago caters to divers of all
experience levels, from shallow coral gardens to deep walls. Most of the
diving is from boats and, with up to 5 m of tidal water movement, the majority
of the diving is drift diving. Some dive sites are susceptible to strong currents.
Sea turtles, mostly green and hawksbill turtles, also nest around Zanzibar
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and are commonly spotted by divers at many of the dive sites. Several species
of dolphins can be seen travelling around the islands and the curious ones
occasionally come to investigate the divers. Humpback whales migrate to
Zanzibar between July and November and can be seen and, more commonly,
heard by the divers. Although sightings are rare, the fortunate diver may even
get to see a manta ray, whale shark or other reef sharks.
Zanzibar is an amazing destination for night diving, allowing divers to
see the unusual things that are often hidden during the day such as Spanish
dancers, squids, free-swimming moray eels, spiny lobsters and many different
crustaceans. Night diving can be done from shore or by boat.
Zanzibar offers year-round diving. However, the best diving conditions for the
north of the Unguja Island often contrast with the peak holiday seasons, which
is great for divers who want to avoid crowds! The best time for great visibility
combined with calm, flat sea conditions is from mid-February to mid-May or
from mid-October to mid-December. The trade winds blow from the north for
approximately six weeks, anytime between mid-December and mid-February,
and come up from the south for the remainder of the year. The north winds bring
clear water from the Pemba Channel; however, the boat rides can be a bit more
adventurous! The average visibility year round is 12-18 m, but can exceed 30 m.
Water temperatures range from 24-25°C in July and August to 28-29°C in January
and February.
Scuba Do Zanzibar, a DAN-SA Business Member and Dive Safety Partner,
operates rigid inflatable boats which are familiar to most divers from Southern
Africa. We access more than 20 dive sites and cater to dive clubs. We have a
44’ sailing catamaran available for live-aboard dive charters or day trips.
Zanzibar is an ideal place to learn to dive or to complete advanced
diving qualifications. We offer PADI e-Learning courses which allow divers to
complete the academic portions of their course at home so they can make the
most of their holiday and get straight to the fun part – the diving!
Our team at Scuba Do Zanzibar is passionate about the environment and
works closely with our local community and government authorities on many
conservation initiatives. We support our hyperbaric chamber facility and widely
promote safe diving practices in our area.
Our two dive bases located in Kendwa at Sunset Bungalows and at La
Gemma Dell’est, a PlanHotel property, are open to the public and we can
arrange transfers for our divers staying at other hotels in the north or east
coast of Zanzibar.
Whatever your budget and required comforts Zanzibar is an idyllic diving
destination. Please visit www.scuba-do-zanzibar.com for more information. Ad
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Incident Insight
Triage

By Marty McCafferty and John Lee

The profound imporTance of Triage
decisions made by physicians is
applied To mulTiple paTienTs To
deTermine which paTienT should
receive medical care firsT.

in

situations involving multiple patients, medical professionals apply
a principle known as “triage”. This is a process in which potential
patients are categorised according to the severity of their illness or injury.
The intention is to prioritise those most ill or injured and who would benefit
most from prompt treatment. Triage requires skill, experience and professional
objectivity. When making decisions in a patient’s best interest, the resources
have to be considered.

The divers

The incident took place at a marine-research facility on a remote, sparsely
populated Caribbean island. The facility frequently hosted groups of students as
part of their outreach programme to assist with underwater studies. Management
of the facility contacted the local dive operation with what they thought was
at least one dive accident patient (a 55-year-old professor), along with three
potential others (students who were between the ages of 18 and 20).
The dive centre was staffed by a physician trained in diving medicine, a
certified hyperbaric technologist (CHT) trained by DAN to perform neurological
examinations and a nurse. An operable multiplace hyperbaric chamber
(capable of handling two patients) and a tender was on site and available.
After confirming details about the patients over the phone with
management at the research facility, the CHT urged them to transport all four
divers to the dive centre for evaluation.

The incidenT

In emergency situations the correct response is critical.
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Each of the four divers performed two dives, all of which were unremarkable.
All dives were within no-decompression limits, safety stops were performed
and no rapid ascents were reported. Six hours post-dive, while walking
through the communal cafeteria, the professor collapsed. Lower-extremity
motor function was compromised and he reported an overall ill feeling.
Not long afterward, the three students complained of similar symptoms.
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The evaluaTions

Upon arrival at the dive centre, oxygen and oral fluids were administered to all
four patients. They were then examined by the physician and the CHT.
Upon examination, it was determined that the professor had weakness in
both his lower extremities. After the diagnosis was confirmed between the onsite dive physician, the CHT and DAN, the hyperbaric chamber was readied.
Because of space limitations in the dive centre, the students were unable to
be evaluated in seclusion from each other. All three were together in the same
small room where histories were presented and examinations performed. They
could not help overhearing the questions as well as each other’s responses. They
all reported the exact same symptoms and complaints as their professor.
Based on the initial evaluations, there were four patients in need of
hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT), but the chamber could only accommodate
two at a time. The two patients who could not receive immediate HBOT could
continue oxygen therapy until the chamber was available. But who was going
to receive immediate treatment and who was going to wait?
The facility contacted DAN, seeking assistance with the logistics of patient
care. The DAN medic placed a conference call to DAN’s attending physician
for consultation. Each patient’s case was reviewed, with attention to physical
examinations, objective findings, reported symptoms and dive profiles.
All agreed that based on objective examination findings and the
seriousness of his symptoms, the professor was in most need of treatment. The
possibility of evacuation was also considered.
The initial examination results of the three students, however, were
ambiguous and non-definitive. The decision was made to re-evaluate each
student without the others present. Though this meant that the patient being
re-evaluated would go without oxygen for a short period, the diagnostic gain
was deemed worthy and they proceeded accordingly.

re-diagnosis

The on-island team performed individual evaluations and examinations
of each student. Two of them were found to have no objective findings of
decompression sickness (DCS). The third student was more assertive about his
complaints. Despite the absence of objective findings, DCS could not be ruled
out. The third student was included with the professor for HBOT.
The individuals who were not in the chamber continued to breathe oxygen
and were continuously monitored.

resulTs

After completion of a US Navy Treatment Table 6, a chamber treatment
requiring a minimum of almost five hours, the professor was evacuated
to a facility in Miami for further treatment and additional therapy. He was
diagnosed with Type II DCS, involving the spinal cord.
The student who received HBOT reported that his symptoms resolved after
the treatment, but he returned the next day for evaluation of new and different,
though non-specific, symptoms. The on-site physician chose not to provide
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‘‘

based on The iniTial
evaluaTions, There
were four paTienTs in
need of hyperbaric
oxygen Therapy.

further HBOT, but continued to monitor him. The symptoms he reported over the
next day were inconsistent and resolved completely over the next 48 hours.
The students who continued with oxygen therapy alone refused further
treatment. They ultimately reported complete resolution of their complaints
within the first hour after presentation and HBOT was no longer indicated. A
diagnosis of DCS for these two patients could not be confirmed or dismissed.

discussion

As diving injuries often have nebulous symptoms and can be difficult to
diagnose, a call to DAN can be a vital link in the care of divers in need. In
this case, the physical attributes of the medical facility complicated the
triage process. The on-island team did a commendable job under very trying
circumstances. Contacting DAN was an important aspect of patient care that
ensured effective treatment and eventual evacuation to an appropriate facility.
An extra set of trained eyes and ears can always help.
In emergency situations, recognising a problem and responding properly
are important steps toward optimising outcomes. When observing a friend or
dive group member suspected of being injured, it is not unusual to become
concerned for one’s own welfare. Humans as a species are subject to the power
of suggestion. The situation may be complicated when it involves multiple
patients, emotions and group dynamics.
It is important for each individual to try to remain as calm and objective
as possible regarding his or her own situation. This is a delicate and precarious
balance to try and maintain. When an injury or medical issue develops, denial
can delay proper evaluation and treatment. Resist the temptation to jump to
conclusions, but consider evaluation by a medical professional.
The integrity of any evaluation depends on objective findings:
– When assessing injured divers, perform the evaluations as privately as
possible.
– Examination for confirmation by more than one appropriately trained
individual may be helpful.
– Perform ongoing examinations to evaluate changes in the condition.
– Document all objective findings.
Whether you are a new, advanced or professional diver, with concentration
and focus, these reminders can promote more efficient triage, a more accurate
diagnosis and a more thorough resolution. Ad
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DAN Recipe
Chicken Caesar Salad
By Sel-Marie Pereira

INGREDIENTS FOR SALAD

A warm baking welcome to all our members. In this issue we will be making
chicken Caesar salad. This is a quick and easy recipe, bursting with goodness. You
can have it on its own or as part of a meal.
Speciﬁc measurements for the salad have not been provided due
to the fact that you can make as much or as little as you want. However,
measurements for the salad dressing have been provided, which will be
enough for one medium salad.

Cooked chicken breast
Streaky bacon
Avocado
Lettuce
Tomato

Tip: To get your streaky bacon very crispy and to get rid of
most of the fat, place the bacon on a baking tray and put it
under a pre-heated grill for a few minutes.

INGREDIENTS FOR DRESSING
1 cup mayonnaise
1 tbsp lemon juice
1 tsp Worcestershire Sauce
1 clove of garlic (minced)
¼ tsp salt
¼ tsp pepper
½ cup parmesan cheese
1 tbsp milk

METHOD

Mix all the ingredients together.
Did you know?
Avocados contain monosaturated fat and potassium
and they are rich in Vitamin E and Vitamin K.

DR OCTO CHANGING WITH THE SEASONS
Why are you quivering
like a leaf, Leafy?
Gulp!

Oh dear! It’s really
autumn now.
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Haha!

MARCH 2013

MARCH 2013

MARCH 2013

Sigh!

Oh, Dr O, autumn’s upon
us and my colour’s not
changing to brown.

Don’t worry Leafy, you’re
not a seasonal species.
I was actually concerned
you were looking rather
green, in fact!
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ADVERTORIAL

Introducing Alpha
Dive Insurance
DO YOU KNOW EXACTLY WHAT YOUR
VEHICLE AND DIVE GEAR ARE
INSURED FOR?

AS

is often the case, we only realise exactly what we are insured for after
our claims are rejected and by then it’s too late. Dive equipment is
perceived by insurance companies as high-risk items and has to be speciﬁed
separately on your household policies. This has always made it a rather
expensive and limited exercise and as a result many divers do not insure their
gear. We take our chances, don’t we?
Another issue is that most household insurance policies, even under the
“all risk” banner, still only insure your gear if it is locked up somewhere safely
and not while it is in the open, hanging up to dry, and most deﬁnitely not when
you are using it. So what’s the point, right?
Ask yourself the following questions (no really – go on and do it):
– Is my dive gear covered while I’m on holiday or while I’m training?
– Is my equipment insured if it’s hanging up to dry? What happens if it
gets stolen?
– What happens if I lose or damage my equipment whilst on a dive?
– What happens if my gear is in my car when they break in and steal it?
– What happens if my camera case ﬂoods?
At Alpha Dive Insurance (yes, we are actually divers ourselves) we understand
that you spend vast amounts of money on your equipment. We also
understand that if you were faced with having to replace your equipment
suddenly, you might not be able to afford to do so (which means no blowing
bubbles or alternatively renting dodgy equipment).

‘‘

‘‘

ALPHA DIVE WILL INSURE YOUR
DIVE GEAR UNDER AN “ALL-INUSE” CLAUSE.
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We also understand that you may want to travel across the border and we
know that the roads (we mean sand dunes) often leave you stranded. As a
result, we’ve paired our dive gear insurance with our vehicle insurance and
will repatriate your vehicle for up to 100 km outside of our borders should
you get stuck.

WE ONLY REALISE EXACTLY
WHAT WE ARE INSURED FOR
AFTER OUR CLAIMS ARE
REJECTED AND BY THEN IT’S
TOO LATE.

We will also insure your vehicle should you leave it at the border. Leaving your
car at the border is considered putting it into storage and means it is probably
not covered under your normal insurance policy. Go on, we all know you’re
looking for your policy as you read this.
But wait, there’s more! Alpha Dive will insure your dive gear under an
“all-in-use” clause, insure your vehicle if stored at the border and come and
fetch you if you get stuck outside of South Africa, provided you are a DAN-SA
member. We’ll do all this for an incredibly lower group rate and no excess. Yes,
that’s right... no excess. (Alright, cheesy commercial format over, we promise!)
We are proudly endorsed by DAN-SA and will gladly arrange a quotation
for you. It really is cheaper than what you would expect, so what have you got
to lose besides possibly your expensive equipment? AD
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DAN Products
New Black
Peak Cap

Safety Light
and Whistle

A stylish black cap imported by DAN.
Member price: R140.00
Non-member price: R155.00

Guardian LED light and whistle.
Member price: R190.00
Non-member price: R205.00

Grey
T-Shirts
This printed grey
DAN T-shirt is great
for the beach or as
casual wear.
Sizes available:
– Medium
– Large
– X-Large
– XX-Large
– XXX-Large
Member price: R135.00
Non-member price: R145.00

First Aid Backpack
Keep all of your essential ﬁrst aid and oxygen supplies in one place with
this well-designed backpack. It has storage compartments for all ﬁrst aid
components and an open storage area for additional supplies.
It also includes an adjustable padded pouch with Velcro backing, designed
to ﬁt a standard oxygen cylinder. This allows you to upgrade to the standard
ﬁrst aid backpack with a full oxygen unit.
Reverse:
“Helping Divers Since 1983”

Red Dry
Backpack
This handy, 15 ℓ dry bag with shoulder
strap and handle will soon become one of
your favourite bags during dive excursions.
It is ideal to keep materials such as your
logbook, phone, wallet or purse dry in
wet environments. A white DAN logo and
the slogan “Dive into safety!” is printed
on the bag.
Dimensions (unfolded): 51x23 cm.
Member price: R280.00
Non-member price: R295.00
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Contents:
– Anti-burn gel
– CELOX – haemostatic granules
– First aid pack
– Eye pad
– DAN oronasal resuscitation mask
– Pen light – examination light
– Ice pack
– Instant disposable hot pack
– Instant ice spray (150 mℓ)
– Isothermic rescue blanket
– RASOIO
– SAM splint
– SAM ﬁnger splint
– Basic blood pressure gauge
with stethoscope
– 20 mℓ irrigation syringe
– Thermometer
Member price: R2 395.00
Non-member price: R2 585.00
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Gear Mat
This woven, reversible DAN Gear Mat is great for shore dive gear
assembly. It can also be used for relaxing on the beach.
Member price: R290.00
Non-member price: R315.00

Summer
Jacket for
Men
Designer wear imported
from Italy.
Member price: R815.00
Non-member price: R880.00

LED Light Stick
The Light Stick is small, lightweight
and easy to carry. It has one
super-bright LED to light up the
China-patented poly-lumen tube
for low light underwater. It is waterresistant to 300 m, has a long playing
lifetime of up to 36 hours and is
operated with three alkaline button cell
(LR44) batteries (which can be replaced).
Available in green or red.
Member price: R75.00
Non-member price: R80.00
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First Aid Kit
Deluxe Plus
The Deluxe Plus case is 34x29x16 cm.
Contents are supplied by Levtrade.
Wound Cleaning / Management
1 x 20 mℓ irrigation syringe
1 x saline solution
10 x alcohol-free wipes
Dressings / Bandaging
4 x 3.8x3.8 cm wound strips
4 x 7.6x2.5 cm wound strips
1 x 18x18 cm dressing
2 x 12x12 cm dressings
2 x eye pads
1 x 7.5 cmx4.5 m conforming gauze bandage
1 x 7.5 cmx4.5 m elastic bandage
1 x 1.25 cm adhesive tape
1 x triangular bandage
Member price: R1 295.00
Non-member price: R1 395.00

Tools / Instruments / Other
1 x EMT shears
1 x disposable razor
6 x safety pins
1 x cold compress
1 x heat compress
1 x isothermic blanket
1 x infectious waste bag
1 x DAN SAM splint
1 x DAN pocket mask

ALL ORDERS CAN BE PLACED AT YOUR NEAREST
DIVE SCHOOL OR WITH DAN-SA ON 0860 242 242
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 14%. E&OE.
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DAN Business Member Directory
EASTERN CAPE

Nudi Divers • 083 747 8567

Club Venture • 032 942 8071

OUTDOOr FOcUs
046 624 4432 • www.outdoorfocus.co.za

Ocean Comocean • 012 997 5374

Dive With Options • 035 788 0167

Ocean Dreamers
012 345 1020 • www.oceandreamers.co.za

Diversions Adventures • 083 650 6515

FREE STATE
Bloemfontein Sub Aqua Club • 051 446 3396

GAUTENG

Oceanic Six Divers • 087 751 0533
ODI PreTOrIa
012 460 0746 • www.oceandivers.co.za

Diving in Africa • 076 747 9805
Let’s Scuba Dive • 083 474 7206
Ocean Active Dive Charters • 031 813 5655

Plan D Scuba Adventures • 011 442 6511

Reefteach • 035 571 0231

PresT-IGe DIVe scHOOL
011 823 4553 • www.prest-ige.co.za

sea escaPes
082 853 2905 • www.seaescapes.co.za

reeF DIVers
012 460 9229 • www.reefdivers.co.za

sODWana BaY LODGe scUBa cenTre
035 571 0117 • www.sodwanadiving.co.za

Blue Reef Divers • 012 567 5659

sanDTOn scUBa
011 463 2201 • www.sandtonscuba.co.za

The Shoal • 039 973 1777

Bubble Tech Scuba • 082 341 2224

Scuba Addicts Diving Adventures • 082 746 8825

BUD & caTH’s scUBa acaDemY
011 609 6924 • www.fintastic.co.za

scUBa Q
011 811 1101 • www.scubaq.co.za

Clear Vision Scuba • 082 374 7791

scUBaVersITY
011 958 2419 • www.scubaversity.com

2 DIVe 4 scUBa
011 795 3518 • www.2dive4.co.za
Adventures4Christ • 012 998 4994
Aquamania • 083 236 5855
Aqua Zoo Scuba • 011 768 6504

Deep Blue Scuba Diving • 082 725 3125
Deep Ocean Diving • 082 379 0778
Dive Connection • 011 626 3905
Dive Southern Africa • 082 456 7626
Diving World • 011 894 2706
easT ranD scUBa
083 604 2266 • www.eastrandscuba.co.za
FrOGGIe FeVer
012 347 1238 • www.froggiefever.com

scUBa WOrLD InTernaTIOnaL
082 458 1551 • kevin@scubaworld.co.za

naUTI-DUcK DIVers
082 809 8353 • herrie@vodamail.co.za
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Divers Deluxe • 082 384 2623

Scuba Rebels • 013 235 4366

TWIn PaLms scUBa
011 454 1722 • www.twinpalms.co.za

NORTH WEST

Two Bar Scuba • 012 348 9078
Wild About Diving • 082 806 9612

KWAZULU-NATAL

meYerTOn scUBa DIVInG cLUB
016 362 2043 • msdc@rsn.co.za

BUDDY scUBa DIVInG aDVenTUres
083 296 2525 • www.buddyscuba.co.za

Timeout Scuba • 011 431 2963

InTense aDVenTUres
011 555 9283 • www.intenseadventures.co.za

Ment-A-Scuba • 079 563 4259

MPUMALANGA

IANTD (SA) • 082 650 2279

Xplorer Scuba • 011 913 3529

Lonehill Dive Club • 079 468 3982

UnDerWaTer WOrLD
031 337 5586 • www.underwaterworld.co.za

sHareD VIZ scUBa DIVInG cLUB
011 546 2364 • www.sharedviz.co.za

Instructor Training Academy • 082 440 9071

KYaLamI scUBa
082 469 4699 • www.kyalamiscuba.com

Triton Dive Charters • 082 494 8761

Potch Scuba • 018 293 1930

WESTERN CAPE

Alan Prior • 084 360 8663

aLPHa DIVe cenTre
021 854 3150 • www.alphadivecentre.co.za

2nd Breath Scuba Diving • 039 317 2326

Cape Scuba Club • 082 850 2992

Africa Blue • 031 568 1240

Dive Action • 021 511 0800

aLIWaL DIVe cHarTers
039 973 2233 • www.aliwalshoal.co.za

Down South Scuba • 021 788 7616

amOraY DIVInG
083 252 9448 • www.amoraydiving.com

Iain’s Scuba School • 021 701 2138
Indigo Scuba Diving Centre • 083 268 1851

Calypso Dive uShaka • 031 332 0905

Into The Blue • 021 434 3358

Catherine’s Dive School • 031 765 4718

Learn To Dive Today • 076 817 1099
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Maties Underwater Club • 021 808 4678
Old Mutual Sub-Aqua Club • 084 448 1601
Pisces Divers • 021 782 7205
Reef Divers George • 044 873 6762
Scuba Academy • 079 083 7654
UnDerWaTer eXPLOrers
021 556 9548 • www.underwaterexplorers.co.za

INTERNATIONAL
MOzAMBIQUE
Azura Retreat • 00 258 293 84087
Barra LODGe DIVe cenTre
00 258 820 941890 • www.barraresorts.com
Dive Morrungulo • 00 258 847 16661
JeFF’s PaLm resOrT
00 258 842 391100 • www.jeffsmoz.com
Kwalala Lodge • 00 258 265 20214
LIBeLULa LDa
00 258 823 042909 • www.divelibelula.com
Oceana DIVInG
00 258 848 478110 • oceanadiving@cosmiclink.co.za
PaInDane DIVe cHarTers
082 372 9926 • www.divepaindane.com
ParQUe De maLOnGane
00 258 847 544734 • www.parquedemalongane.com
Simply Scuba Dive Charters • 011 678 0972
WHITe PearL resOrT POnTa mamOLI
035 592 8100/01 • www.whitepearlresorts.com
NAMIBIA
DanTIca DIVInG aDVenTUres
00 264 612 48842 • www.danticadiving.com
TANzANIA
One Ocean THe ZanZIBar DIVe cenTre
00 255 784 750161 • www.zanzibaroneocean.com
Rising Sun Dive Centre • 00 255 774 440885/4/3
Zanzibar Watersports • 00 255 774 15660
easT aFrIca DIVInG cenTres
00 255 777 420588 • www.diving-zanzibar.com
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In a dive

emergency

CALL
TOLL FREE

0800 020 111

from INSIDE South Africa
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CEO
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Dr Jack Meintjes

Assistant Medical Director

Dr Hermie Britz

Financial Director

Ann Schwaeble
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DAN DSP Co-ordinator

Morné Christou

Hotline Support

Dawn Avice du Buisson
Jens Dehnke
Karien Brand
Laurel Reyneke
Sean French

DAN Annual Membership
Administrator/Accounts

Sel-Marie Pereira

DAN student, Temporary
and Business Membership
Administrator/DAN Website/
Training Dept. Administrator

Toni Krige-McQuillen

DAN Accountant
Medical Ofﬁcers

OR

+27 828 10 60 10
+27 10 209 8112

VISION
Striving to make every dive accident- and injury-free. DAN’s vision is to be the most recognised and trusted
organisation worldwide in the ﬁelds of recreational diver safety and emergency services, health, research, and
education by its members, instructors, sponsors, and recreational diving community at large.
DAN PUBLICATION PHILOSOPHY
Alert Diver Southern Africa is a forum for ideas and information relative to dive safety, education and practice. Any
material relating to dive safety or dive medicine is considered for publication. Ideas, comments and support are
encouraged and appreciated.
The views expressed by contributors are not necessarily those advocated by DAN. While every effort is made
to ensure the accuracy of information and reports in the Alert Diver Southern Africa, the publisher does not accept
any responsibility, whatsoever, for any errors, omissions, or for any effects resulting therefrom. As to the best of
the publisher’s knowledge, contributors have not indulged in plagiarism. Although the utmost is done to avoid such
occurrences, the publisher will not be held responsible for the contributors’ or writers’ indulgence in plagiarism. No
part of this publication may be used or reproduced in any form, without the written permission of the publisher.
DAN is a neutral public service organisation that attempts to interact with all diving-related organisations or
persons with equal deference.
Alert Diver Southern Africa is published for the diving public, and is not a medical journal. The use and
dosage of any medication by a diver should be taken under the supervision of his/her physician. Alert Diver
Southern Africa is a biannual publication, published by Divers Alert Network Southern Africa, DAN Building, Rosen
Ofﬁce Park, Cnr Invicta and Third Roads, Halfway Gardens, Midrand, South Africa. E&OE.
SUBMISSIONS
Submissions of articles and photographs for publication are welcome, but the publisher, while exercising all
reasonable care, cannot be held responsible for any loss or damage. All due care will be taken with submitted
material. Alert Diver assumes no responsibility to return unsolicited editorial or graphic material. All material will
be subjected to Alert Diver ’s unrestricted right to edit any submission received, and the owner thereby consents
that the publisher may publish the material in any other media as deemed necessary. Please ensure that your
material is sent to altertdiversa@dansa.org or to Alert Diver Magazine, Private Bag x 197, Halfway House 1685.
Images should be 300 DPI and should be accompanied by a caption and the name of the photographer.
Copyright © 2013 by Divers Alert Network Southern Africa. All rights reserved. E&OE.
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Michelle Littlewood
Dr Blanche Andrews
Dr Cecilia Roberts
Dr Frans Cronjé
Dr Gary Morris
Dr Hermie Britz
Dr Isabel Reader

Editorial Management, Quality
Assurance, Layout & Production
Additional Contributors

DAN Southern Africa
DAN medical staff
DAN team
Daniel Nord
Jens Dehnke
John Lee
Mark van Coller
Marty McCafferty

International Contact Details
DAN AMERICA (INTERNATIONAL
HEADQUARTERS)
1-800-446-2671 Toll-Free
+1-919-684-2948 General Inquiries
+1-919-490-6630 Fax
+1-919-493-3040 Medical Fax
Diving Emergencies
DAN America
+1-919-684-9111
+1-919-684-4326 (accepts
collect calls)
DAN Latin America
+1-919-684-9111 (accepts collect
calls)
Non-Diving Emergencies &
TravelAssist Services
1-800-326-3822 (1-800-DAN-EVAC)
+1-919-684-3483 (Call collect if
outside the USA, Canada, Puerto
Rico, Bahamas, British or U.S. Virgin
Islands)
DAN EUROPE
+39-085-893-0333
+39-085-893-0050 Fax
Diving Emergencies
DAN Europe
+39-06-4211-8685

Dr Louis van Heerden
Dr Lourens de Kock
Dr Mike Marshall
Dr Rob Schneider
Dr Tyson Welzel
DesignWrite
www.designwrite.co.za

Publisher

from OUTSIDE South Africa
MISSION
The primary mission of DAN, a non-proﬁ t organisation, is to provide emergency medical advice and assistance
for underwater diving injuries, to work to prevent injuries and to promote dive safety. Second, DAN promotes
and supports underwater diving research and education particularly as it relates to the improvement of dive
safety, medical treatment and ﬁrst aid. Third, DAN strives to provide the most accurate, up-to-date and unbiased
information on issues of common concern to the diving public, primarily, but not exclusively, for dive safety. DAN is
your dive safety association.

Francois Burman

Maureen Halsema
Michael Hindley
Sabrina Hindley
Stephen Frink
Tammy Hotler
Tunc Yavuzdogan

DAN JAPAN
+81-45-228-3066
+81-45-228-3063 Fax
Diving Emergencies
DAN Japan
+81-3-3812-4999
DAN ASIA-PACIFIC
+61-3-9886-9166
+61-3-9886-9155 Fax
Diving Emergencies
DES Australia
1-800-088-200 (within Australia)
+61-8-8212-9242 (outside
Australia)
DAN / DES New Zealand
0800-4DES111
Singapore Naval Medicine &
Hyperbaric Center
6758-1733
DAN Asia-Paciﬁc - Philippines
(02) 632-1077
DAN Asia-Paciﬁc - Malaysia
(05) 681-9485
DAN Asia-Paciﬁc - Korea
(010) 4500-9113
DAN Asia-Paciﬁc - China
+852-3611-7326
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Supper Time

PARTING SHOT

www.papuaexplorers.com
www.facebook.com/papuaexplorers

‘‘

DAN member Tunc Yavuzdogan submitted this edition’s Parting Shot. This is his story:

I love porcelain crabs and have dozens of cliché photos where the crab is positioned on the edge of a beautiful
anemone. To be honest, when I first came across this little guy on one of my dives, I wasn’t thrilled to spend time with
it until I noticed that it was perfectly positioned for a good shot and it was feeding. I decided to take a chance and I
was rewarded with this behaviour shot that shows him in full action.

Parting Shot gives you a chance to share your interesting dive stories and images with us.
Have you encountered a rare or exciting activity underwater and captured it? Has an underwater event just added that something extra to your dive
and you have a photo? If so, all you have to do is send through your high resolution image (300 DPI) along with your story (including a brief description of
your creature, location of dive site and pertinent photo information) and contact details to partingshot@dansa.org and your submission could appear in the
next edition of Alert Diver!
All images submitted for the Parting Shot become the property of DAN.
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Scenic image by istockphoto.com/photomorphic

Whatever
your diving journey,
DAN is with you
every step of the way
www.dansa.org

